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Individual
Edison Mission Marketing & Trading
Yes
Yes
Yes

Individual
Alber Corporation
Yes
Yes
Yes
My comment is in regard to the proposed maintenance tasks associated with ohmic testing and capacity testing of
lead-acid batteries affected by PRC-005-2. The option is given to the battery use to perform either inter cell/unit
ohmmic tests OR battery capacity tests whichever suits the user. The two tests, while related, are not directly
interchangeable with one another. Ohmic tests are intended to be used as a tool during battery maintenance
inspections to determine the general state of health (condition) of the battery as a whole. Capacity tests are intended to
demonstrate the actual capacity of a battery. Ohmic tests cannot be substituted for capacity tests. Alber has pioneered
the development of portable and fixed internal resistance test equipment for stationary lead-acid batteries since 1972.
Through years of research, testing in real-world applications and development, Alber has conclusively determined that
there is a direct relationship between internal cell resistance and capacity. However, because this correlation is not
linear, ohmic measurements should not be used to calculate capacity or remaining life. Ohmic measurements should
used as a supplement to capacity testing and not as a replacement. These measurements are very valuable in
identifying developing problems between the capacity testing intervals and for determining whether a battery string is
going to perform its intended mission. IEEE 1188-2005 for VRLA batteries agrees with this and recommends
measurement of this parameter once every three months. While not specifically recommended in IEEE 450-2010 for
vented lead-acid batteries, ohmic measurements can provide early warning of potential failure and should be
performed at least annually. Again, if readings result in doubt that a battery will perform as intended, follow up capacity
testing is recommended. A battery discharge test completely simulates the operating environment and therefore
conclusively proves that a battery can perform during an emergency. The results of these tests will help set the priority
for capacity testing as the user becomes more familiar with their batteries and may assist in extending capacity test
intervals. The intention of the proposed NECR PRC-005-2 standard as it relates to the DC supply, and, in particular,
the station battery is to increase reliability of the bulk electric system (BES) in north America. In its current draft form,
PRC-005-2 proposes the utility may perform internal ohmic measurements or perform capacity, but both tests are not
required. It would appear therefore, that the Standards Drafting Team (SDT) has made the assumption that test results
obtained from measuring cell internal ohmic values is the same as performing a capacity test. It is not, and to provide
the option to perform one test or the other runs counter to industry recommended practices. Such maintenance
practices will, in effect, ultimately reduce the reliability of the BES rather than improve it. Periodic capacity testing on a
5 year interval for VLA batteries, and a 2 year interval for VRLA batteries is consistent with IEEE 450-2010 and IEEE
1188-2005 recommended practices respectively. It should be part of a complete maintenance program designed to
maximize the DC supply's availability when needed. Respectfully submitted, Richard Tressler Alber Corp.

Group
Northeast Power Coordinating Council
Guy Zito
Yes
Yes
Yes

Individual
Flathead Electric Cooperative, Inc.
No
Specifying “by component type” appears confusing. It seems possible that some pieces of equipment from the same
component type could end up in a different type of maintenance program. We suggest changing to “by component or
component type” when entities determine the maintenance method in their PSMP. Generally, have concerns with all
the new definitions except the NERC definition of Protection System. The approach to creating new definitions of plain
language in a standard should be avoided.
Yes

We appreciate the work of the drafting team to fulfill the SAR objectives. Flathead generally does not like some of the
new definitions proposed by the revised standard, especially R5, “Unresolved Maintenance Issues” is too vague and
will be left up to individual auditors to determine compliance. In addition, it appears the drafting team is creating new
definitions for plain english in the definition of Protection System Maintenance Program (PSMP). Surely "test, monitor,
inspect, calibrate" don't need NERC definitions. Let's leave the definition as "An ongoing program by which Protection
System components are kept in working order and proper operation of malfunctioning components is restored."
Suggest deleting "A maintenance program for a specific component includes one or more of the following activities: •
Verify— Determine that the component is functioning correctly. • Monitor — Observe the routine in-service operation of
the component. • Test — Apply signals to a component to observe functional performance or output behavior, or to
diagnose problems. • Inspect — Detect visible signs of component failure, reduced performance and degradation. •
Calibrate—Adjust the operating threshold or measurement accuracy of a measuring element to meet the intended
erformance requirement." In addition, it appears the component and component type definitions alter the meaning of
the NERC approved definition of a protection system. I would suggest the drafting team not try to redefine the NERCapproved definition of Protection system. "Countable Event" definition seems to conflict with standards related to
Misoperation of protection system.
Individual
Independent Electricity System Operator
Yes
Yes
Yes
The IESO continues to disagree with the VRF assigned to the new R3 and R4. R3 and R4 ask for implementing the
maintenance plan (and initiate corrective measures) whose development and content requirements (R1 and R2)
themselves have a Medium VRF. Failure to develop a maintenance program with the attributes specified in R1, and
stipulation of the maintenance intervals or performance criteria as required in R2, will render R3/R4 not executable.
Hence, we reiterate our position that the VRF for R3 be changed to Medium.
Individual
Sacramento Municipal Utility District

1) SMUD wishes to comment on the requirement to test the trip paths from relays that do not respond to electrical
quantities. In two separate sections of the FAQ, the SDT included this new guidance on the trip paths. In section 2.4.1
of the FAQ, the SDT plainly asserts that the trip path from Sudden Pressure Relays (SPR) will now be covered and
implies that the trip paths from non-electrically initiated devices might also be covered. In section 2.4.1, the SDT does
not provide any guidance on how to determine which trip paths are included, but does provide guidance on how one

might test the trip path. In section 15.3, the SDT finally provides the guidance – control circuits (trip paths) are included
if the relay is installed to detect faults on BES Elements. In reviewing the definition of Protection System, SMUD feels
the “Control circuitry associated with protective functions…” to be in reference to the “Protective relays which respond
to electrical quantities”. The SDT is now applying a new interpretation in which each of the five bullets is considered
separately. Furthermore, the SDT appears to be defining “…associated with protective functions…” to mean detecting
faults on the BES. What basis can the SDT offer for defining this phrase to mean detecting faults on the BES? Since
this same wording is not used in defining the relay, can a relay be covered under the standard, but not its control
circuitry? For instance, Out of Step Tripping? Over Excitation? Frequency or Voltage Protection on a generator? These
relays respond to electrical quantities, but are not applied to detect faults on BES Elements. SMUD believes this
interpretation takes us down a very confusing path. SMUD respectively requests the SDT strike the new wording (as
seen on the redlined version) in 2.4.1 and 15.3.
Group
Progress Energy
Jim Eckelkamp

1. Table 3, Row 7: The requirement to “Verify electrical operation of electromechanical lockout and/or tripping auxiliary
devices” contradicts Section 15.7, bullet 2 of the Supplementary Reference and FAQ document. In the supplementary
reference, the phrase “and/or auxiliary tripping device(s)” has been struck out.
Individual
Ingleside Cogeneration LP
Yes
Ingleside Cogeneration agrees that a Compliance Authority should be alerted to those component types which have
been assigned extended maintenance intervals because they use some form of monitoring. We also agree that it is
appropriate that the PSMP list the relevant monitoring attributes in these cases, so they can be confirmed to be
consistent with the criteria in PRC-005-2’s interval tables.
No
Ingleside Cogeneration LP strongly agrees with the change made to the language in R1 and R3 specifying that
compliance is measured against the PRC-005-2’s interval tables wherever time-based methods are used. The intervals
were carefully designed to assure an acceptable level of BES reliability, and the regulatory authorities must be
prepared to stand by them. Furthermore, a Registered Entity who may establish tighter intervals for their own internal
purposes should be encouraged to do so – and without a threat of a violation hanging over their heads. We also agree
with the need to add a new requirement (R4) which applies to those entities who choose to use a performance-based
system to determine some of their maintenance intervals. It logically maps back to requirement R2 which states that
the calculated intervals must be documented in the PSMP. We cannot agree with the language used in R5, which, in its
previous form under R3, had specified only that the Protection System owner “initiate resolution” to correct identified
unresolved maintenance issues. We were actually comfortable with this language as it was unambiguous that progress
did not need to be tracked start-to-finish. We would like to propose adding a phrase that tracks the statement in M5;
which we find acceptable. This would result in the following: R5. Each Transmission Owner, Generator Owner, and
Distribution Provider shall demonstrate THAT IT HAS UNDERTAKEN <our emphasis> efforts to correct identified
Unresolved Maintenance Issues.
No
We do not agree with the assertion in the reference and FAQs that the DC supply and control circuitry for mechanical
components are part of a BES Protection System. This is not an accepted norm in the existing Standard as the Project
Team claims – only an expansion in scope that was not properly vetted by the industry. If the Compliance Authorities
believe that electrical components which support mechanical systems are rightfully part of the BES or BPS, then this
has implications far beyond Protection System maintenance. The appropriate place to begin this determination is with
Project 2010-17 Defintion of the BES – where it can be fully reviewed by all affected industry stakeholders.
The derivation of the implementation plan apparently incorporates the “requirements” of NERC’s Compliance
organization, which has released several CANs on the topic. This is exactly backwards, and has led to at least one
CAN which has been withdrawn due to legal overreach. However, the plan as written is very complex. We believe that
diagrams of acceptable time frames should be included in the implementation plan so that industry stakeholders can
better assess the impact on their maintenance operations.
Individual
Liberty Electric Power LLC
Yes
Yes
Thank you for the change in Requirement 3. This standard now gives clear direction to entities, removes the burden of
"created paperwork" intended only for the use of auditors, and removes the compliance jeopardy for holding a program
to a higher standard than required.

Yes

Group
DTE Energy
Kent Kujala
No
DECo does not agree. With the exception of station batteries, all components should be tested as a scheme to assure
that all components are working together as designed, so the PSMP should not be required for each component type.
Yes
No
DECo does not agree with the 6 year interval for the majority of the Protection System componenets. There are not
sufficent problems found on routine maintenance based on a 10 year interval that would justify that significant of a
reduction in the maintenance interval. Also, with respect the the station batteries specifically, station batteries, DECo
recommends the elimination of the 4 month inspection as annual inspections have been sufficient for early diagnosis of
potential issues. Advanced monitoring is not practical at this time as it does not appear that the technology required to
forgo the 4 month inspection is readily available.
Group
MRO NSRF
WILL SMITH
Yes
Yes
No
Section 5.1 (second paragrath, under the first bullet) states: “TBM can include review of recent power system events
near the particular terminal. Operating records may verify that some portion of the Protection System has operated
correctly since the last test occurred. If specific protection scheme components have demonstrated correct
performance within specifications, the maintenance test time clock can be reset for those components.” If this “actual
event” can be used as proof that the Protection System operated correctly, then this should be added to M3 in the
Measures section of PRC-005-2. Seciton 2.4.1 – Sudden Pressure Relays – This question should be clarified that
circuits from only EHV transformers should be considered in scope. As highlighted by the NERC GMD reports EHV
transformers (345, 500 & 765 kV) are critical. In addition, circuits that do not actually trip a breaker (panel lights,
alarms, etc.) should not be included in the scope of components included in the maintenance and testing program.
• Article 4.2.1 – The NSRF believes that this article should be revised to say ”Protection Systems installed for the
purpose of protecting BES Elements only and detecting Faults on BES Elements. Protection Systems designed to
protect non-BES elements that incidentally open 100 kV and greater breakers are excluded from the scopte of PRC005-2”. This makes it very clear what is included in the scope of the Testing and Maintenance program and what is not.
• Change the text of “Standard PRC-005-2 – Protection System Maintenance” Table 1-5 on page 21, Row 1, Column 3
to: “Verify that a trip coil is able to operate the circuit breaker, interrupting device, or mitigating device.” Or alternately,
“Electrically operate each interrupting device every 6 years” Trip coils are designed to be energized no longer than the
breaker opening time (3-5 cycles). They are robust devices that will successfully operate the breaker for 5,000-10,000
electrical operations. The most likely source of trip coil failure is the breaker operating mechanism binding, thereby
preventing the breaker auxiliary stack from opening and keeping the trip coil energized for too long of a time period.
Therefore, trip coil failure is a function of the breaker mechanism failure. Exercising the breakers and circuit switchers
is an excellent practice. Exercising the interrupting devices would help eliminate mechanism binding, reducing the
chance that the trip coils are energized too long. The language as currently written in Table 1-5 row 1, will also have
the unintentional effect of changing an entities existing interrupting device maintenance interval (essentially driving
interrupting device testing to a less than 6 year cycle). The NSRF believes that as written the testing of “each” trip coil
will result in the increased amount of time that the BES is in a less reliable system configuration. The NSRF hopes that
the SDT will consider these changes. • The NSRF recommends the statement “Excluding distributed UFLS and
distributed UVLS (see Table 3)” be added to the top of Table 1-4(f). • Table 3. There will be many DP’s that have
distributed UFLS (or UVLS) solely on the distribution system (less than 100 kV). The only item these DP’s will have to
verify under Table 3 “Protection System dc supply” is the Protection System dc supply voltage. Yet, the definition of
Protection System, as it relates to dc supply is ”Station dc supply associated with protective functions (including
batteries, battery chargers, and non-battery-based dc supply)”. Our interpretation of Table 3 and Section 15.7 of the
Supplementary Reference & FAQ document is that a DP need only check the dc supply voltage at the terminals of the
relays. If that is the SDT interpretation as well, we recommend revising Table 3 of the standard to reflect that. Table 3
contains issues that need to be addressed in a similar fashion as discussed for non-UFLS and non-UVLS systems, i.e.
Table 1-1. Comparison to independent sources is only one way to check for a reliable AC measuring device. It also

appears that monitoring capabilities are not being given any credit in regards to the AC sensing devices, DC supply, or
control circuitry themselves. There should be no difference in the way these systems are treated compared to BES
Protection Systems. • In Section D Compliance, Article 1.3, paragraph 4 the standard requires documentation be kept
for the “. . .two most recent performances of each distinct maintenance activity. . .”. This needs to clarified that it cannot
go back before 06/18/07, as evidenced by the suspension of CAN-0008. Also with some of the testing intervals being
12 years, that would dictate a Registered Entity maintain 24 years of records, which is unreasonable. This article
should be revised to have documentation for the most current testing interval, if after 06/18/07. • It is understood that
lockout relay testing is important as unexercised lockouts can stick and cause regional outages as experienced at
Westwing. However, lockout testing by itself is risky and can lead to local outages. If Registered Entities are required to
take on the additional risk of testing lockout relays, dispenstation must be granted for outages caused by those tests.
The following statement should be included in the standard “No enforcement actions or penalties will result from
outages caused by relay testing unless a Registered Entity shows a history of 3 or more test related outages per year
for 5 years.” • In the VSL for Table 4 it seems that the phrase “5% or less” should be “not more than 5%”. With the
original language it seems like an entity could be found to have an R4 lower VSL violation for “failure” of zero meaning
they had done no testing. This VSL is written in the negative and should be rewritten in the positive. • The drafting team
needs to clarify “maintenance summaries” as stated in Measure M3. This is an ambiguous term that could be
interpreted differently amongst entities. If a term such as ‘summary’ is to be utilized within the standard, a clear
definition of what the term is, what it pertains to, where it is located, etc. needs to be included. The NSRF recommends
that “maintenance summaries” be defined and included in the “Definition of Terms used in Standard” section. •
Footnote 1 in the Table sections would be much improved by inserting an example similar to what was provided in
Section 8.4 of the Supplemental Reference and FAQ document . • Additional methods of verification should be allowed
for AC measurement monitoring other than simply performing comparison to an independent source. For example, a
sudden rate of change in calculated relay MW analog value and/or 3Io calculation would give way towards a bad CT
and/or path. Loss of potential logic is available in most microprocessor relays today, which is very reliable logic for
determining PT/CCVT issues. Consideration should be given to utilities that are capable of performing this type of
monitoring in order to allow them to reach that next level of attributes. • Please clarify why input/output verification is
excluded from the highest level of monitoring related to communications systems (Table 1-2). The way the monitoring
attribute is listed does not provide that these will operate when needed. Recommend language be added similar to the
monitoring of inputs and outputs described in the relay section (Table 1-1). • Table 1-3 should take into account the
same concepts mentioned above in regards to AC measurement verification in Table 1-1. There are alternative ways to
verify these quantities while still ensuring reliable operation. As such, companies should be given the opportunity to
implement them. Additionally, credit should be given to circuit monitoring and alarming in AC circuits with
electromechanical relays. If a transducer/alarming relay is placed in the circuit and monitoring is alarmed appropriately,
the health of the AC sensing device can be determined. This would essentially provide the same level assurance as
mentioned with the microprocessor relays. • Clarification is needed on the last row of Table 1-5. Does integrity entail
monitoring and alarming of every individual path, if necessary, or is overall integrity sufficient? This statement is once
again open to interpretation and leaves the entity at the mercy of the auditor.
Individual
NIPSCO

Per NIPSCO Tech Service Dept : There is a need for NERC to provide a format for maintenance reports. Also, it would
help if specific test requirements for relays was provided.
Individual
TransAlta Centralia Generation LLC
Yes
Yes
More detail explanation or examples of Efforts on R5 is required
Yes
More detail explanation on Segment is required, the reason of sixty (60) individual components is required for one
Segment. More detail explanation on Countable Event is required.
1.3 Evidence Retention. The standard said: For Requirement R2, R3, R4 and R5, the Transmission Owner, Generator
Owner and Distribution Provider shall each keep documentation of the two most recent performances of each distinct
maintenance. How to count” the most recent performance “. Is this Standard going forward basis? For some of the
protection system component, the maximum maintenance interval is 12 years (such as CT, PT or microprocessor
relay) on the standard, how to count the two most recent performance?
Group
Tacoma Public Utilities
Kieth Morisette
Yes

Yes
Yes
1. For components that are part of a time-based PSMP, if correction of Unresolved Maintenance Issues takes place
before the maximum maintenance interval expires, is it mandatory to demonstrate (document) these efforts to correct
identified Unresolved Maintenance Issues? Is the purpose of Requirement R5 only to avoid compliance jeopardy when
an entity discovers a problem during maintenance but cannot correct the problem until after the maximum maintenance
interval has expired (as discussed in the Supplemental Reference and FAQ document)? Or, is the purpose also to
ensure that all Unresolved Maintenance Issues are documented even if they corrected very quickly and within the
maximum maintenance intervals and just considered part of routine maintenance (i.e., Unresolved Maintenance Issues
not explicitly documented) in a manner similar to recalibrating a relay? 2. Assume that a component under a timebased PSMP is not considered “monitored” per the PSMP, but in actuality it is. If an alarm comes in, indicating a
component problem, would the entity have any additional documentation obligations under PRC-005-2 associated with
this alarm, provided that all minimum maintenance activities and maximum maintenance intervals associated with the
unmonitored component are satisfied? The concern is that, if there are additional documentation obligations, then
many entities may disable monitoring in some cases in order to avoid compliance jeopardy. 3. Assume that an entity
treats batteries at certain remote communication sites as if they were applicable to PRC-005-2. These sites are not
substations or generating facilities but support the broad communication system, including teleprotection functions.
Furthermore, these sites have limited access during some times of the year because of heavy snow or ice. It is
conceivable that it may not be possible to meet all minimum maintenance activities or all maximum maintenance
intervals (4 and 6 calendar months) unless the site is extensively monitored and/or field personnel expose themselves
to hazard. Would any allowances be made in these cases? Would these sites even be applicable to PRC-005-2, since
they are not part of a “station” DC supply? 4. It is still unclear whether Section 15.3 permits periodically verifying DC
voltage at the actuating device trip terminals as an acceptable method of accomplishing the maintenance activity
identified in Table 1-5 for unmonitored control circuitry associated with protective functions. It is recommended that this
approach be considered acceptable, provided that auxiliary relays are operated within the maximum maintenance
interval. 5. In the Implementation Plan for Requirements R1, R2, and R5, why there is a requirement to “be 100%
compliant [with R5] on the first day of the first calendar quarter twelve (12) months following applicable regulatory
approvals”? The emphasis of this question is on Requirement R5, which pertains to Unresolved Maintenance Issues. 6.
In the Implementation Plan for R3 and R4, to be considered “100% compliant with PRC-005-2,” is it only necessary to
have completed the applicable minimum maintenance activities one time for the applicable component (which is our
assumption)? Or, does being considered 100% compliant under this Implementaiton Plan imply that two instances of
the applicable minimum maintenance activities must have been completed for the applicable component?
Group
Imperial Irrigation District (IID)
Jesus Sammy Alcaraz
Yes
No
IID disagree with item c. and does not believe item c increases the reliability of the BES. The maintenance issues will
be resolved internally and should not be required as per compliance of the standard.
Yes

Group
Dominion
Louis Slade
Yes
Yes
Dominion understands R3 to mean that the time-based maintenance interval can be less that but not exceed the
maximum maintenance intervals in the tables. But that compliance will be based upon the maximum interval. Please
confirm that our understanding is correct. Dominion belives the intent of the footnote in Table 1-1 is to ‘start the interval’
on either the 1st day of a calendar year or calendar month. We also believe this will require any entity whose current
intervals are based on annual or monthly will have to adjust their intervals to calendar as they transition to PRC-005-2.
Please confirm our understanding is correct. We also believe this transition could result in the compliance interval
measurement being shorter or longer than it would have been if PRC-005-2 had not been approved. If this is incorrect,
please provide examples to provide clarity.

Group
Texas Reliability Entity
Don Jones
Yes
No
New requirement R5 states that an entity shall “demonstrate efforts” to correct identified Unresolved Maintenance
Issues. This falls short of requiring completion of any corrective actions for the unresolved maintenance issue. We
suggest rewording to “Each Transmission Owner, Generator Owner, and Distribution Provider shall develop a
corrective action plan and work timetable to address identified Unresolved Maintenance Issues. The Registered Entity
shall complete resolution of Unresolved Maintenance Issues within the time frame identified in the Entity corrective
action plan.” If R5 is modified, then M5 and the VSL should also be modified accordingly.
1. The Implementation Plan is still overly long and complicated. Registered Entities and Regional Entities will have to
track and apply multiple versions of this standard for up to 14 years. It would be preferable to have a much shorter
implementation plan, so that only one version of the standard will be applicable at any given time, recognizing that for
some Components no action will be required under the standard for a number of years. 2. Referring to R3, R4 and M1
(and other places), it is redundant to add “Protection System” to describe “Components “or “Component Types” based
on the “local definitions” provided. Alternatively, the defined term could be changed to “Protection System Component”
and used consistently. 3. In Table 1-3, the activity should include verifying that the current and voltage signal values
are within tolerances, not just that signal values are present. The minimum activity should include a ratio check and/or
burden check of current transformers. Suggest revising to state “Verify that current and/or voltage signal values
provided to the protective relays are within the accuracy tolerance of the voltage and current sensing device”. 4. In the
VSL for R2, we are assuming that the “4% within three years” is a 4% failure rate based on Attachment A, but that is
unclear. We suggest clarifying this language to match Attachment A language. 5. What is the basis for the 4% failure
rate limit in Attachment A? It would appear that a 4% failure rate is high for protective relays. Does the SDT have a
technical justification supporting the selection of 4% as the applicable limit? 6. In Attachment A, item 4 in the “maintain
the technical justification” section needs clarification. It can be assumed that the phrase ”for the greater of either the
last 30 Components maintained or all Components maintained in the previous year” is referring to Components within a
specific Segment, but more specific language may be needed. Also, are the references to “prior year” and “previous
year” intended to refer to calendar years or 365 days preceding the analysis? 7. In Attachment A, item 5 in the
“maintain the technical justification” section needs clarification. We suggest adding a timeframe for the “experience 4%
or more Countable Events” phrase. Does this refer to any 12-month period? Additionally, the determination of a
timeframe for “4% of the Segment population” is needed. Example- If there are 100 Components in a performancebased Segment in Year 1 and I add an additional 100 Components in Year 2, is the 4% based on 100 or 200?
Individual
Entergy Services
Yes
Yes
Yes
We recommend the word “Protection” be deleted from the definition of Component to make the defined term
Component be a generic term. If that word is not deleted then we recommend the term used in the standard “Protection
System Component” be changed to “Component” since as defined a Component is a Protection System piece of
equipment. Component – A Component is any individual discrete piece of equipment included in a System, including
but not limited to a protective relay or current sensing device. The designation of what constitutes a control circuit
Component is dependent upon how an entity performs and tracks the testing of the control circuitry. Some entities test
their control circuits on a breaker basis whereas others test their circuitry on a local zone of protection basis. Thus,
entities are allowed
Group
Southwest Power Pool Standards Development Team
Jonathan Hayes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Under section 1.3 Evidence Retention we feel like documentation of the last two performances of each distinct
maintenance activity should be limited to the last one. This is due to the amount of documentation being recorded as
well as for certain components there is a 12 year maximum interval. Would you have to store this information for 24
years? This could also violate the NERC ruling that was just made on a CAN 008 that stated you do not have to show
intervals earlier than June 18th 2007. Suggested alternate language “ For Requirement R2, Requirement R3,
Requirement R4, and Requirement R5, the Transmission Owner, Generator Owner, and Distribution Provider shall
each keep documentation of the most recent performance of each distinct maintenance activity for the Protection
System Components, or all performances of each distinct maintenance activity for the Protection System Component
since the previous audit date, whichever is longer, but not prior to June 18th 2007.”
Group
Tennessee Valley Authority
Dave Davidson
Yes
Yes
Yes
1. Regarding the functional test required every 3 months for “unmonitored communication systems” in Table 1-2 of the
PRC-005-2 Draft. TVA feels that a Maximum Maintenance Interval for the Functional Test should be every 12 months
until auto-checkback has been fully implemented by the utility. 2. The Implementation Plan for PRC-005-2 Step 4 on
Page 2 states: “The Implementation Schedule set forth in this document requires that entities develop their revised
Protection System Maintenance Program within twelve (12) months following applicable regulatory approvals, or in
those jurisdictions where no regulatory approval is required, on the first day of the first calendar quarter twenty-four (24)
months following NERC Board of Trustees adoption. This anticipates that it will take approximately twelve (12) months
to achieve regulatory approvals following adoption by the NERC Board of Trustees.” TVA feels that this is not sufficient
time to implement full auto-checkback capability at some utilities. The time schedule of twelve (12) months should be
forty-eight (48) months following applicable regulatory approvals. 3. TVA has many excitation transformers directly
connected to the generator bus, configured such that a fault on the excitation transformer will cause a generator trip. Is
the intent that the revised standard will include these transformers in the applicability? Would they be included by
section 4.2.5.1? 4. TVA (Rusty Hardison) has forwarded a slide presentation with six questions to the PRC-005-2 Draft
Team requesting consideration as input to the Frequently Asked Questions document accompanying the standard.
Thank you for considering.
Individual
ATCO Electric Ltd
Yes
Yes
Yes
Table 1-4(a) Vented Lead-Acid (VLA) Batteries: ATCO Electric has a number of remote substations that are difficult to
access frequently. The requirement for a 4 calendar month inspection for electrolyte level is too frequent. (i) Does
alarm/monitor technology exist for electrolyte level in battery design today? For in-service battery systems, if battery
alarm/monitor technology exists, a capital project is required to retrofit each battery system and this kind of retrofit work
could be detrimental to both the battery design life as well as the battery reliability. (ii) The electrolyte level requirement
would become achievable if electrolyte level inspection was moved to the 18 calendar months category, or if the 4
calendar months frequency was increased to 8 calendar months. Table 1-4(b) Valve Regulated Lead Acid (VRLA)
Batteries: ATCO Electric has a number of remote substations that are difficult to access frequently. The requirement of
a 6 calendar month inspection of individual battery cell/unit internal ohmic values is too frequent. The requirement
would become achievable if battery cell/unit internal ohmic value inspections were moved to the 18 calendar months
category. Table 1-5 Control Circuitry When a breaker is opened, there is no indication on which trip coil is actually
operated. How do market participants demonstrate compliance for "verify that each trip coil is able to operate..."? The
verification of trip coil health is done during breaker maintenance with various maintenance durations that maybe
longer than 6 years depending on breaker types. The requirement of "verify electrical operation of electromechanical
lockout devices" introduces high risk of human error outages to the BES system and diminishes the reliability gain from
performing this activity. The drafting team should consider lockout relay failure rates, onerous tasks of blocking each
trip contacts in many BES elements' tripping circuits, imposed risk, required resources in the overall reliability benefit
gained by performing the lockout relay maintenance.
Individual
American Electric Power
No

R1.1 binds you to the activities in the table, but our system is comprised of elements (such as a Plant Control
Systems), that are not included in the table. As a result, it is not clear how an entity could develop an SPS that satisfies
both the requirement and our sytem.
No
R3: Table 1-5 notes a “mitigating device” as part of component attributes. Such a phrase could be open to
interpretation and needs to be clearly defined. Table 1-3, Maintenance Activities – there is nothing specifically
regarding accuracy. Suggest incorporating the definition of “verify” as used in the FAQ or perhaps something similar to
“verify values are as expected”. R5: We understand the drafting team’s desire to deal with unresolved maintenance
issues, however it is not clear how the adequacy of resolving those issues would be determined by an auditor. If these
kinds of efforts are going to be scrutinized, there needs to be some sort of boundaries established so that it is clear
how unresolved maintenance issues would be evaluated.
No
Though the guidance provided in these documents may appear to be beneficial, we are troubled that despite the time
spent on them by the drafting team, and the voluminous nature of the references, that the information contained in
them essentially fades away upon approval of the standard. Rather than voluminous supplementary references, we
suggest adding this information, as necessary, to the standard itself. Not only would this prove beneficial by having less
information housed outside of the standard, it might help prevent the need for future CANs and interpretation requests.
PRC-005-2 is intended to supersede the existing standard PRC-017-0 "Special Protection System Maintenance and
Testing". As it is currently written, an Entity with a Special Protection System will be required by R1 to select either a
time-based, performance-based or combination maintenance method for the Entity's SPS. Since Special Protection
Systems are not frequently installed, it is unlikely that an Entity will be able to meet the requirement of R2 and
Attachment A that the Segment population contain 60 components for all components of the SPS. This will require the
Entity to utilize the time-based maintenance method for at least some components in the SPS. Under the time-based
maintenance method and R3, the Entity will be required to utilize the minimum maintenance activities and maximum
maintenance intervals prescribed within Tables 1-1 through 1-5, Table 2, and Table 3. Special Protection Systems by
their nature may physically include components that are not listed in the NERC definition of Protection System and
therefore are not included in the tables of PRC-005-2. The standard, as currently drafted, does not clearly provide a
means for an Entity with a Special Protection System to establish minimum maintenance activities and maximum
maintenance intervals for components that have been declared by their Region as part of a Special Protection System
but that are not included in the NERC definition of Protection System.
Individual
Manitoba Hydro
No
Please see comments provided in Question 4.
Yes
Yes
Manitoba Hydro is voting negative for the following reasons: 1 - Battery inspection and verification interval - Manitoba
Hydro maintains that the battery inspection interval should be extended to 6 months. The 4 month interval is too
frequent based on our experience and while IEEE std 450 (which seems to be the basis for table 1-4) does recommend
intervals, it also states that users should evaluate these recommendations against their own operating experience.
Manitoba Hydro has more than ten years of experience using its existing battery inspection intervals and Manitoba
Hydro’s reliability data has proven that the 6 month inspection interval is suitable for Manitoba Hydro. Manitoba Hydro’s
battery maintenance tasks were derived from a reliability study of Manitoba Hydro stationary batteries, and the tasks
and intervals are suitable given Manitoba Hydro’s installed plant, design criteria, climate, and reliability performance. A
more frequent inspection interval might be more suitable to specific utilities with material differences in climate, design,
installed apparatus, and performance, but it is not suitable for Manitoba Hydro and may be more than is required for
many other utilities. To use a more frequent inspection interval would penalize Manitoba Hydro which has been
diligently performing battery inspections for many years, with no resulting increase in reliability. It would also potentially
adversely affect reliability by diverting resources away from projects that are critical to reliability to meet this
maintenance interval. In addition, the 4 month time period proposed for basic battery verification and inspection interval
is not aligned with the more detailed 18 month battery verification and inspection interval which will result in additional
and unnecessary site visits and maintenance activities. As well, Manitoba Hydro does not feel that the SDT has
provided sufficient technical basis to support a 4 month battery inspection and verification interval and requests that
further justification and external reference be provided. 2 - PBM not permitted for batteries - Manitoba Hydro disagrees
with the SDT’s basis for not permitting the use of PBM for batteries. The reasons provided by the SDT for disallowing
them are that batteries are perishable and involve chemical reactions. However, it is our understanding that many other
industries rely on performance based maintenance programs when dealing with similar equipment. We would
appreciate an external reference or source which supports the claim that equipment with these characteristics cannot
have a performance based maintenance system applied to them. 3 - Phased Implementation Plan - Manitoba Hydro
maintains its position that prescribing how an entity must reach full compliance with PRC-005-2 will provide a negligible
improvement in reliability while significantly increasing the compliance burden. PRC-005-2 affects a large number of
assets and proving compliance for the prescribed percentages of assets during the transition period creates

unnecessary overhead with no added value. We suggest that the requirement to demonstrate the percentage of assets
currently under PRC-005-1 vs. PRC-005-2 be removed, that entities should be given a single compliance date for each
of the maintenance intervals and be allowed the flexibility to schedule and complete their maintenance as required
while transitioning to the defined time intervals in PRC-005-2, and that NERC measures progress on reaching PRC005-2 intervals using means other than Compliance measures such as industry surveys. 4 - Data Retention
Requirements - The data retention requirements are too uncertain for two reasons. First, the requirement to “provide
other evidence” if the evidence retention period specified is shorter than the time since the last audit introduces
uncertainty because a responsible entity has no means of knowing if or when an audit may occur of the relevant
standard. Secondly, it is unclear what ‘other evidence’, besides the specified evidence in the Measures, an entity may
be asked to provide to demonstrate it was compliant for the full time period since their last audit.
Group
FirstEnergy
Sam Ciccone
Yes
Yes
No
Please see our comments and suggested changes to the Supplemental Reference and FAQ document in Question 4.
FE asks that the team clarify the intent of certain aspects of the applicability section: Sec. 4.2.5.4 - For transformers
supplying unit auxiliaries, protective functions that provide for transferring of auxiliaries without tripping the generating
unit should not be included. Also, we believe that the term "station service transformer" is being used inaccurately. As
currently written, the section includes all the protection systems for station service transformers for generators that are
a part of the BES. It states, “Protection Systems for generator-connected station service transformers for generators
that are part of the BES.” Generating facilities may have transfer schemes on the auxiliary transformer to transfer
equipment to a reserve transformer instead of tripping the unit. These protection systems should not be included in the
Facilities for PRC-005-2, since the BES is not affected. But since a station service transformer, by definition (IEEE Std.
505), is "a transformer that supplies power from a station high voltage bus to the station auxiliaries and also to the unit
auxiliaries during unit startup or shutdown or when the unit auxiliaries transformer is not available, or both." [Ed. note:
a.k.a. Start-Up Transformer or Cranker], the terminology "generator-connected station service transformer" is confusing
and easily subject to misinterpretation. Also, there needs to be consistency of use of terms between the standard and
its Supplementart Refererence document. On pages 32 and 33 of the FAQ, the following questions and their respective
answers should be consistent with use of terms and replace “station service” with “auxiliary” as follows: FAQ Question Please provide a sample list of devices or systems that must be verified in a generator, generator step-up transformer,
and generator connected auxiliary transformer to meet the requirements of this Maintenance Standard. FAQ Question In the case where a plant does not have a generator connected auxiliary transformer such that it is normally fed from a
system connected auxiliary transformer, is it still the drafting team’s intent to exclude the protection systems for these
system connected auxiliary transformers from scope even when the loss of the normal (system connected) auxiliary
transformer will result in a trip of a BES generating facility? Therefore, for consistency between the reference FAQ
document and the standard, we suggest that “station service” be replaced with “auxiliary” in 4.2.5.4 and read as
follows: “Protection Systems for generator-connected auxiliary transformers used on generators which are part of the
BES, that act to trip the generator either directly or via lockout or tripping auxiliary relays.”
Individual
Westar Energy
Yes
Yes
No
We believe all of the 4 month intervals can be changed to 6 month intervals and still ensure reliability. It is unclear
which equipment Table 1-4(d) applies to. In the heading it says “Excluding distributed UFLS and distributed UVLS”,
then the line below that says “non-distributed UFLS system, or non-distributed UVLS systems is excluded”.
Individual
Ameren
Yes
Yes
No
We agree with the intent of the Supplement changes but believe that they are either incomplete or need clarification.

Therefore, we provide the specifics as follow : (a) Page 93, Revise Section 15.7 Distributed UFLS (i) Change Table 1-2
to 1-3.(ii)Inculde ‘Verify operation…and/or auxiliary tripping device’ to agree with Table 3. (b) Please identify BES
Elements in Supplementary Reference Figure 2. (c) Remove ‘Reverse power relays’ from the bulleted list on the top
section of page 33. They provide thermal of the steam turbine, and they may protect CTG speed reduction gear teeth,
but neither of these are electrical protection of the generator. (d) Please add Interval FAQ to address a component
minimum maintenance activity that is not in the present PRC-005-1 program. (i) : “How is interval proven for a
component minimum maintenance activity that is not in the present PRC-005-1 program? For example, suppose the
present program continuously monitors a communication system, say audio tones, and personnel respond to alarms;
this approach presently have basis that is sufficient. (ii) Table 1-2 requires two maintenance activities every 12
calendar years: 1) verify channel meets performance criteria; and 2) verify essential I/O. The entity is required to
perform these minimum maintenance activities one time in the first 13 years after regulatory approval. The 12 year
interval is proven by the date of the PRC-005-2 maintenance activity and the date of your PRC-005-1 program
applicable for the previous maintenance. After the second time the PRC-005-2 maintenance activity is performed,
appropriately sometime in year 14 to 25 after regulatory approval, then interval will be proven by the dates of the two
PRC-005-2 maintenance activities.” (e) Page 17 We disagree with retention of maintenance records for replaced
equipment as this can cause confusion. At most the last maintenance date could be retained to prove interval between
it and the test date of the replacement equipment that provides like-kind protection. (f)Page 36, FAQ ‘initial date for
maintenance’ answer is inconsistent with CAN-0011. Though the CAN applies to PRC-005-1, it should be consistent
with NERC’s position on this. (g) Page 71, Please remove ‘The trip path from a sudden pressure device is a part of the
Protection System control circuitry…’ because the actuating relay does not respond to electrical quantities. This is just
one example of the many gotcha’s that will no doubt arise in enforcement. (h) If a capacitor trip device is an example of
a non-battery based station DC supply, then please provide a FAQ to convey it.
(a) R3 & R4: Change VRF to “Medium” for the following reasons: (i) Consistency with existing standards that PRC-0052 replaces. Per the VRF_Standards_Applicability_Matrix_2012-03-01, PRC-005-1b R2 VRF is Lower, PRC-008-0 R2
VRF is Medium, PRC-011-0 R2 VRF is Lower, and PRC-017-0 R2 VRF is Lower. (ii) We are not aware that lack of
Protection System maintenance alone has directly caused or contributed to bulk electric system instability, separation,
or a cascading sequence of failures. (iii) Many entities do not presently perform several of the proposed minimum
maintenance activities, and/or perform maintenance activities at greater than the PRC-005-2 maximum interval. Yet
BES system instability, separation, or cascading sequence of failure events are extremely rare. (iv) Either change VRF
to Medium, or double the percentage ranges applied to each component type across VSLs. We strongly believe that
the SDT needs to retune these to match the experienced risk, which has been extremely low. (b) Measure M3 on page
6 should only apply to 99.5% of the components. Please revise to state: “Each … shall have evidence that it has
implemented the Protection System Maintenance Program for 99.5% of its components and initiated….” We believe
that PRC-005-2 unrealistically mandates perfection without providing technical justification. A basic premise of
engineering is to allow for reasonable tolerances, even Six Sigma allows for defects. Requiring perfection may well
harm reliability by distracting valuable resources from higher priority duties concerning the Protection System. We are
not asking for the VSL to be changed. The consequence of a very small number of components having a missed or late
maintenance activity is insignificant to BES reliability. Our proposed reasonable tolerance sets an appropriate level of
performance expectation. We disagree with the notion that this is “non-performance”. (c) Measure M5 – add ‘internal
inventory / parts request, trouble investigation assignment, trouble repair report’ as examples of an entity undertaking
efforts with internal parts and/or labor resources. (d) Augment R3 and R4 VSL with a ‘number based limit for
populations up to 100 components’ for comparable treatment of small entities. For example, for Lower VSL restate as
‘…the responsible entity failed to maintain from one to five Components if total Components is less than 100; or 5% or
less of the total Components if total exceeds 99 included within a specific Protection System Component Type…’.
Otherwise a small entity could unfairly incur a Severe violation for the same number of Components that a larger entity
would incur a Lower VSL. (i) Similarly, Moderate numbers should be 6 to 10; High 11 to 15; and Severe 16 or more if
the total Components of a certain Component Type that is less than 100. (e) Augment R5 VSL with percentage based
limits for comparable treatment of larger entities. For example, for Lower VSL restate as ‘The responsible entity failed
to undertake efforts to correct 5 or less Unresolved Maintenance Issues if total of such issues in the audit period is less
than 100; or 5% or less if total of such issues in the audit period exceeds 99.’ (i) Similarly, Moderate numbers should be
>5% to 10%; High >10% to 15%; and Severe more than 15% if the total Unresolved Maintenance Issues in the audit
period exceeds 99. (f) Please number all pages of the standard. They are missing from pages with tables. (g) Please
add a title to the table following Table 3. Is it a continuation of Table 3?
Group
PNGC Comment Group
Ron Sporseen
No
Specifying “by component type” appears confusing. It seems possible that some pieces of equipment from the same
component type could end up in a different type of maintenance program. We suggest changing to “by component or
component type” when entities determine the maintenance method in their PSMP.
Yes
The PNGC comment group agrees with this change. Removing the jeopardy associated with more stringent intervals
will make it less risky for entities to tighten intervals in their PSMP.
Yes

We thank the SDT for their hard work and will be voting "yes" on this project. However, we have 5 specific comments
independent of the questions above and we've listed them in order of priority: 1. The PNGC Comment Group takes
issue with the associated VSLs for R3. For a small entity using a time based maintenance program, even one missed
interval could be enough to elevate them to a high VSL despite the limited impact on the Bulk Electric System.
Consider an entity with 9 total components within a specific Protection System Component Type. One violation would
mean an 11% violation rate, enough to catapult them into a High VSL. Given the “NERC Guidance (Below), this seems
to be a contradiction given the language of “…more than one”. a. NERC Guidance on VSL assignment: i. LOWER:
Missing a minor element (or a small percentage) of the required performance ii. Modedrate: Missing at least one
significant element (or a moderate percentage) of the required performance. iii. High: Missing more than one significant
element (or is missing a high percentage) of the required performance or is missing a single vital component. iv.
Severe: Missing most or all of the significant elements (or a significant percentage) of the required performance. We
suggest changing the language for “Lower VSL” for R3 to: For Responsible Entities with more than a total of 20
Components within a specific Protection System Component Type in Requirement R3, 5% or fewer have not been
maintained… Or For Responsible Entities with a total of 20 or fewer Components within a specific Protection System
Component Type, 2 or fewer Components in Requirement R3 have not been maintained… 2. The PNGC comment
group disagrees with the “Evidence Retention” requirements for the standard. In the current version for R2-R5, entities
are required to: “…keep documentation of the two most recent performances of each distinct maintenance activity for
the Protection System Components, or all performances of each distinct maintenance activity for the Protection System
Component since the previous scheduled audit date, whichever is longer.” The PNGC comment group believes that
keeping documentation for one previous maintenance activity or since the last audit, whichever is longer, should be
sufficient. Keeping the two most recent instances of an acitivity with a maximum maintenance interval of 12 years could
mean planning for up to 35 years or so of evidence retention. With the longer of “since the last audit” or “at least one
maintenance interval” as the minimum retention requirement the CEA should have sufficient basis to determine
compliance. 3. The PNGC comment group believes R5, “Unresolved Maintenance Issues” is too vague and will be left
up to individual auditors to determine compliance. This requirement appears ripe for misapplication and future CANs on
the topic. Good utility practice will ensure that maintenance issues are corrected as a primary function of our members
is to provide the most reliable service possible. The SDT lists several possible examples of evidence in M5 but we
believe that more specificity is needed for evidence requirements or the requirement should be removed. We
understand the importance of “maintenance” of protection systems and that when maintenance issues cannot be
immediately addressed there needs to be follow up. We believe notation of the maintenance issue during the
inspection should be sufficient for compliance. By including the examples in the associated measure for the
requirement, we believe the SDT has confused the issue. In our opinion M5 should indicate that evidence of notation of
the issue is all that is required (meaning acknowledging of the issue on the inspection form). Further, in your response
to entity comments during the last comment period on this topic, you stated, “The SDT believes that an effective PSMP
must include correction of deficiencies…”. This statement implies that the standard must cover the correction of
deficiencies to completion. There could be very long time frames associated with maintenance including management
budget decisions, equipment purchase lead times and personnel scheduling for follow up work. Some issues could
potentially require years of tracking within this standard creating an unnecessary compliance risk for the entity. We
believe the SDT has met the intent of order 693 if a maintenance activity is initiated. The completion of the initiated
maintenance activity should be outside the bounds of the standard and the standard should clearly state this. 4. We
also find issues with the “Definitions of Terms Used in Standard” Specifically, the definition of “Component” seems to
confuse the subject unnecessarily. We suggest simplifying the definition by breaking out the control circuitry and votage
and current sensing device examples. That is a lot of material to cover in what should be a simple definition of
“Component”. 5. Also we believe the definitions of the 5 behaviours under the PSMP definition are unnecessary. We
believe that indicating that the PSMP involves some or all of the 5 activities without trying to define them is fine. For
example, your definition of “Inspect” states: Detect visible signs of component failure, reduced performance and
degradation. But what if you find no failure, reduced performance or degradation? Have you not inspected the
component? Or what about “verify”? If you determine the componenet is not functioning correctly, have you not verified
anything?
Individual
Central Lincoln
Yes
: We thank the SDT for removing the extra compliance jeopardy associated with stringent intervals. The extra jeopardy
never made sense to us, since it could result in sanctions to one entity and no sanctions to another entity when both
followed the same interval with no BES risk presented by either. We are concerned regarding the language of R5. We
understand that maintenance without resolution is worthless, but the language here is subjective allowing different
auditors to reach differing conclusions whether a sufficiently documented effort has been made. We also note that
entities are expected to be continually in compliance with applicable standards, and are expected to self report when
they are not. Strictly interpreted, an entity is out of compliance with R5 if there is any time lag between the moment the
problem is identified in the field and documentation is produced of an effort taken to resolve it. We suggest the
inclusion of a reasonable time limit.
No
The Supplemental Reference and FAQ apparently has not kept up with definition changes and uses uncapitalized

“component” “Protection System components”. Please use capitals if defined terms are intended.
Central Lincoln appreciates the good work the SDT has done. We believe this particular team has actually listened to
our comments and made changes where needed. Thanks.
Individual
BAE Batteries USA
Yes
Yes
No
Page 20 states that every 18 months "battery ohmic values to station battery baseline (if performance tests are not
opted)" should be changed to add comment that ohmic values, while permissible as a tool, should not be taken to
validate the actual capacity, thus the reliability of the battery. If capacity is an issue due to questionable ohmic values
shown, a decision must be made to [1] perform a capacity test following one of the three methodologies recorded in
IEEE 450 or IEEE 1188; [2] make a decision to replace the battery string depending upon the number of cells with
quesitonable ohmic values shown, the age of the battery string, and the critical nature of the station in question; or [3]
accept the risk that the battery may or may not perform as intended due to the lack of a true knowledge of the battery
capacity (See IEEE Letter to Al McMeekin). Every 18 calendar months verify/inspect the following: "Cell Condition of all
individual battery cells (where visible) should add "or as frequently as recommended in the battery manufacturer's
operating instructions." Every 6 years: perform or verify the following: "Battery Performance Test (if internal ohmic tests
are not opted)" should be changed to read "Battery Performance Test (if ohmic tests are not conducted or if ohmic test
values show that a degraded situation with the cells call into question whether the battery will perform to "design
requirements." this should be repeated where referenced in additional examples (VLA, VRLA, Ni-Cd)
The NERC Standard should incorporate suggestions made in a letter provided to the NERC Drafting Team along w/ a
specific Task Force Report commissioned by the IEEE Stationary Battery Committee.
Individual
City of Austin dba Austin Energy
Yes
Yes
Yes
The effort expended by the SDT in creating and revising the content of the Supplemental Reference and FAQ is
admirable and most appreciated. The guide is a useful reference.
Individual
BAE Batteries USA
Yes
Yes
No
Page 20 of the Supplemental Reference and FAQ document in Example 1 states that "Every 18 months verify/inspect
the following: o Battery bank ohmic values to station battery baseline (if performance tests are not opted). A sentence
should be added stating: "ohmic values, while useful as a tool to determine continuity and condition of individual cells,
should not be taken to validate the actual capacity or reliability of the battery string. If capacity is an issue due to
questionable ohmic values shown, a decision must be made to [1] perform a capacity test following one of the
methodologies prescribed in IEEE 450, 1188, or 1106; [2] make a decision to replace the battery string depending upon
the number of cells with questionable ohmic values, the age of the battery string, and the critical nature of the functional
entity operating station in question; or [3] accept the risk that the battery may or may not perform as intended due to the
lack of a true knowledge of the battery capacity (see IEEE Stationary Battery Committee letter to Al McMeekin and the
NERC SDT). In this same example on page 20, Every 18 months . . . bullet 5: "Cell condition of all individual battery
cells (where visible)," words should be added in 2nd parenthesis "(18 months or as frequently as recommended in the
battery manufacuter's operating and maintenance instructions." On page 21 of the Supplemental Guide, Example 1
states: "Every 6 calendar years perform or verify the following:" 1st bullet: "Battery performance test (if internal ohmic
tests are not opted)." Recommend that this should be changed to say: "Battery Performance Test (if internal ohmic
tests are not opted or if ohmic test values show that a degraded situatioj with the cells call into question whether the
battery will perform to 'design requirements'." This language should be incorporated into all following examples that
reference batteries, whether VLA, VRLA or Ni-Cd. On page 73 of the Supplemental Reference there is a detailed
discussion under Section 15.4 regarding continuity. In the 3rd paragraph reference is made to "not to limit the owner to
the two methods recommended in the IEEE standards. Continuity as used in Table 1-4 of the Standard refers to

verifying that there is a continuous path from the positive terminal of the station battery to the negative terminal.
Without verifying continuit of a station battery, there is no way to determine that the station battery is available to supply
dc power to the station. An open battery string will be an unavailable power source in the event of loss of the battery
charger." This argument is carried forward on page 74 of the Supplemental guide under the paragraph titled in bold:
"What did the PSMT SDT mean by "continuity" of the dc supply. The problem with this whole section is that while there
are statement presented that are true in the limited context of continuity, nevertheless have the ability to mislead the
reader into thinking that continuity can be equated to capacity. This is evidenced by the reference to "open circuit."
While open circuit conditions are more critical to a VRLA, the issue is not only whether there is continuity or open
circuit, but whether the battery still maintains sufficient capacity to hold up the load under a worst-case condtion if
exercised in that event. The most effective and accepted way at the present time is via a capacity test (Again, see letter
to Al McMeekin and the SDT from the IEEE Stationary Battery Committee).
Major comments have been addressed in Question 3.
Individual
US Bureau of Reclamation
No
The requirement R1 states that the PSMP must identify how the component is to be maintained, using time based or
performance based or a combination. While R1 requires a PSMP, there is no measure that the PSMP is used for
acutally maintaining the components, other than for documenting which maintenance method is being used. The
purpose of R1 is therefore administrative. Since there is no measure for the use of the PSMP, why is the entity required
to develop the PSMP as defined? There is no VSL for R1 which requires that the entity establish a PSMP. Since there
is no severity level associated a PSMP that does not contain one of the required activities it supports elimination of the
definition of PSMP. PSMP definition is also weak and does not match with the VSL that the PSMP identify the
maintenance method of the protection system component types. The definition is that PSMP which must include: "A
maintenance program for a specific component includes one or more of the following activities: • Verify— Determine
that the component is functioning correctly. • Monitor — Observe the routine in-service operation of the component. •
Test — Apply signals to a component to observe functional performance or output behavior, or to diagnose problems. •
Inspect — Detect visible signs of component failure, reduced performance and degradation. • Calibrate—Adjust the
operating threshold or measurement accuracy of a measuring element to meet the intended performance requirement."
Since requirement 1 essentially only requires identification of which maintenance method is to be used, there is no
need for the definition. It no longer matters how the device's functionality is determined as long as it is performed on a
time based or performance based method. This approach may be lowering the reliability level associated with the
protection system maintenance. Since the definition of PSMP is that only one of the 5 activities is needed, is seems
that one could select to "Monitor" the in-service operation of the component on a time base and no further action is
needed. So that could mean observe that the relay has power and was not misoperating every six years and
maintenance is performed. A PSMP is as defined does not help the reliability. It would be better require the PSMP
include as a minimum all five activities defined as well as defining the maintenance method used (time based,
performance based, or a combination). There needs to be a requirement that the PSMP needs to be developed. Then
Requirement 1 would be to implement the PSMP.
No
The Requirement R5 indicates the entity has to "demonstrate" efforts to correct identified unresolved maintenance
issues. The measure M5 described documentation of the efforts. The requirement language should be explicit. Does
the standard want a demonstration which implies active role of the entity to prove what it is doing, or to provide
documentation of the activities underway to correct deficiencies? The language in the requirement should be altered to
"Each Transmission Owner, Generator Owner, and Distribution Provider shall prepare a CAP for each identified
Unresolved Maintenance Issue." A second requirement is needed to require that "Each Transmission Owner,
Generator Owner, and Distribution Provider shall complete its CAP to correct the identified Unresolved Maintenance
Issues." The measures would need to be adjusted accordingly to reflect the CAP and evidence that the entity
completed the CAP.
Yes
Re Terms defined for use only within PRC-005-2: The standard provides definitions which will not be incorporated into
the Glossary of Terms. This would allow the definitions as used in this standard to conflict with the definition used in
other standards if this practice becomes more widespread and would reduce the cohesiveness of the standard set. Re
The definition of Components: The standard defined what constitutes a control circuit as a component type with
"Control circuitry associated with protective functions through the trip coil(s) of the circuit breakers or other interrupting
devices." The standard then modified the definition by allowing "a control circuit Component is dependent upon how an
entity performs and tracks the testing of the control circuitry." The definition should not be dependent upon practice.
This makes the definition a fill in the blank definition. Either eliminate the allowance or remove the definition of control
circuit.
Group
Western Area Power Administration
Brandy A. Dunn
Yes

Yes
No
Western Area Power Administration does not agree that the trip path from a sudden pressure device is a part of the
protection system control circuitry as stated in the revised Supplementary document. FAQ should be used as guidance
and not for compliance.
Western Area Power Administation – Rocky Mountain Region does not agree with changing lockout devices to 6 year
intervals for testing.
Individual
NextEra Energy, Inc.

Verifying electrolyte levels of vented lead acid (VLA) batteries every four (4) calendar months is excessive and will not
promote the reliability of the bulk electric system (BES). The maximum maintenance interval should be twelve (12)
calendar months. Today’s lead-calcium and lead-selenium-low antimony batteries do not experience rapid water loss
as compared to the legacy lead-antimony batteries and if battery cells should crack from positive plate growth, twelve
(12) calendar months is more than adequate to detect electrolyte leakage before cell failure. Verifying that unmonitored
communication systems are functional every four (4) calendar months is excessive and will not promote the reliability of
the BES. The maximum maintenance interval should be twelve (12) calendar months. Based on our operating
experience, twelve (12) calendar months is sufficient to detect communication failures without affecting the reliability of
the BES.
Individual
Essential Power, LLC
Yes
No
The change to R3 is too restrictive, and removes the registered entity’s ability to better define its own intervals based
on its own experience and system characteristics. The comments regarding a CEA’s enforcement of an RE’s more
stringent internal intervals is not indicative of an issue with the Requirement, but with the way in which it is enforced.
a. This DRAFT Standard is written as a prescriptive ‘procedure’ and not as a ‘Standard’. The SDT should revise the
Standard to address the goal, or intent, rather prescribing how entities should meet the Standard. b. Inclusion of nonBES elements within the Standard falls outside of NERC’s jurisdiction, as defined in the EPA 2005. The SDT should
remove these elements from the Standard. c. The inclusion of dc circuitry for equipment that is itself not covered under
the Standard is not logical and does not contribute to reliability. The SDT should remove this from the Standard.
Group
Nebraska Public Power District
Cole Brodine
No
Since auditors will be able to request documentation necessary to validate the inclusion of the device within the
appropriate level of monitoring, why does the program document require listing level of moniotoring and component
attributes? (Concerned about the burden of maintaining lists of components in a program document that are alike but
have different levels of monitoring. Ex: Monitored and unmonitored microprocessor relays) For identification of the
relevant monitoring attributes applied can a single specification document suffice for similar relay types such as one
document for SEL relays? For trip circuit monitoring can a standard document be used for a group of similar schemes?
No
The FAQ attempts to clarify the intent of “demonstrate efforts to correct”, however, there is no explanation as to why
this new term is preferable to the more concise “initiate resolution” term that was developed and agreed upon over the
last year. In the supplementary reference and FAQ document there is a request for clarification and it is reprinted
below. Please clarify what is meant by “…demonstrate efforts to correct an unresolved maintenance issue…”; why not
measure the completion of the corrective action? Management of completion of the identified unresolved maintenance
issue is a complex topic that falls outside of the scope of this standard. There can be any number of supply, process
and management problems that make setting repair deadlines impossible. The SDT specifically chose the phrase
“demonstrate efforts to correct” (with guidance from NERC Staff) because of the concern that many more complex
unresolved maintenance issues might require greater than the remaining maintenance interval to resolve (and yet still
be a “closed-end process”). For example, a problem might be identified on a VRLA battery during a 6 month check. In
instances such as one that requiring battery replacement as part of the long term resolution, it is highly unlikely that the
battery could be replaced in time to meet the 6 calendar month requirement for this maintenance activity. The SDT
does not believe entities should be found in violation of a maintenance program requirement because of the inability to

complete a remediation program within the original maintenance interval. The SDT does believe corrective actions
should be timely but concludes it would be impossible to postulate all possible remediation projects and therefore,
impossible to specify bounding time frames for resolution of all possible unresolved maintenance issues or what
documentation might be sufficient to provide proof that effective corrective action is being undertaken. I agree with this
response and specifically the last sentence. This indicates that R5 “demonstrating efforts to correct unresolved issues”
is too open ended and subjective and cannot be applied by enforcement in a consistent way. R5 should be removed
from the standard.
No
Section D 1.3 Evidence Retention – Do not agree with requirement to keep the two most recent performances of each
distinct maintenance activity. Should not require records previous to last audit. What is the point of keeping records up
to twenty years? FAQ page 7 and 77 now include discussion about how sudden pressure relays are “presently”
excluded because they do not meet the definition of a protection system and a method of component verification does
not exist. This part I agree with. The problem is that they go on to explain that the DC control circuitry from the Sudden
Pressure relay is part of a protection system. This I disagree with. It’s clear that the Standards Drafting Team is
attempting a compromise to address direction from FERC Docket No. RM10-5-000. This approach however, sets a bad
precedence. A trip path from a non-protection system component should not be classified as a protection system trip
path. The removal of grace periods and the comments in the FAQ that it will be up to the Auditor to determine if a test
was not done due to extraordinary circumstances (example: Communications can’t be tested due to the line out from a
storm and under repair) is not acceptable. The SDT needs to come up with guidelines for these situations and not
leave it up to each auditor to determine what is acceptable.
The SDT believes that it is possible to manage the risks that you describe and that performance of these trip path
verifications will be an overall benefit to the reliability of the BES Please provide the basis for the requirement of
functional trip checks? Are there recorded instances that an “event” would have been avoided if functional trip checks
had been performed? Suggest for monitored microprocessor relays in Table 1-1 and 3 to verify “settings are as
specified that are essential to the proper functioning of the protection system”. Many settings are not essential. A key
concern is will the reliability of the bulk electric system be affected negatively due to increased risk from human
element initiated events as a result of the more frequent functional trip checks that will be required. All functional tests
should be moved to the minimum frequency of 12 years to minimize this unknown but present risk.
Individual
American Transmission Company, LLC
Yes
Yes
Yes
ATC recommends that the SDT change the text of “Standard PRC-005-2 – Protection System Maintenance” Table 1-5
on page 21, Row 1, Column 3 to: “Verify that a trip coil is able to operate the circuit breaker, interrupting device, or
mitigating device.” Or alternately, “Electrically operate each interrupting device every 6 years” Basis for the change:
Trip coils are designed to be energized no longer than the breaker opening time (3-5 cycles). They are robust devices
that will successfully operate the breaker for 5,000-10,000 electrical operations. The most likely source of trip coil
failure is the breaker operating mechanism binding, thereby preventing the breaker auxiliary stack from opening and
keeping the trip coil energized for too long of a time period. Therefore, trip coil failure is a function of the breaker
mechanism failure. Exercising the breakers and circuit switchers is an excellent practice. ATC would encourage
language that would suggest this task be done every 2 years, not to exceed 3 years. Exercising the interrupting devices
would help eliminate mechanism binding, reducing the chance that the trip coils are energized too long. The language,
as currently written in Table 1-5 row 1, will also have the unintentional effect of changing an entities existing interrupting
device maintenance interval (essentially driving interrupting device testing to a less than 6 year cycle). ATC continues
to recommend a negative ballot since we believe that the testing of “each” trip coil will result in the increased amount of
time the BES is in a less intact system configuration. ATC hopes that the SDT will consider these changes.
Group
Florida Municipal Power Agency
Frank Gaffney

The applicability of the standard should be modified to reflect the FERC approved interpretation PRC-005-1b Appendix
1 that basically says that applicable Protection Systems are those that protect a BES Element AND trip a BES
Element.The interpretation states: The applicability as currently stated will sweep in distribution protection: “4.2.1
Protection Systems that are installed for the purpose of detecting Faults on BES Elements (lines, buses, transformers,
etc.)” Many (most) network distribution systems that have more than one source into a distribution network will have
reverse power relays to detect faults on the BES and trip the step-down transformer to prevent feedback from the

distribution to the fault on the BES. This is not a BES reliability issue, but more of a safety issue and distribution voltage
issue. These relays would be subject to the standard as the applicability is currently written, but, should not be and they
are currently not within the scope of PRC-005-1b Appendix 1 because the step-down transformer (non-BES) is tripped
and not a BES Element (hence, the "and" condition of the interpretation is not met). There are many other related
examples of distribution that might be networked or have distributed generation on a distribution circuit where such
reverse power relays, or overcurrent relays with low pick-ups, are used for safety and distribution voltage control
reasons and are not there for BES Reliability. To make matters worse, for these Reverse Power relays, it is pretty
much impossible to meet PRC-023 because the intent of the relay is to make current flow unidirectional (e.g., only
towards the distribution system) without regard for the rating of the elements feeding the distribution network. So, if
these relays are swept in, and if they are on elements > 200 kV, then the entity would not be able to meet PRC-023 as
that standard is currently written. So, the SDT should adopt the FERC approved interpretation.
Individual
CenterPoint Energy
Yes
Yes
Yes
CenterPoint Energy recommends retaining an option to utilize technology for monitoring trip coil continuity as an
alternative to the maintenance activity in Table 1-5. The Table 1-5 requirement to "Verify that each trip coil is able to
operate the circuit breaker, interrupting device, or mitigating devices (regardless of any monitoring of the control
circuitry)" appears to address breaker maintenance, instead of Protection System Controls. In the Supplementary
Reference and FAQ, monitoring is described as greatly reducing the time between a component failure and discovery
of that failure. For the “Control circuitry between the UFLS or UVLS relays and electromechanical lockout and/or
tripping auxiliary devices (Excludes non-BES trip coils)”, the Table 3 requirement is to “Verify the path from the relay to
the lockout and/or tripping auxiliary relay (including essential supervisory logic)” every 12 calendar years. CenterPoint
Energy recommends this requirement be revised to “No periodic maintenance specified”. CenterPoint Energy believes
this to be a commissioning task, not a preventive maintenance task. A preventive maintenance task, such as the
above, is unnecessary for distributed UFLS and UVLS system components. The overriding performance, or “riskbased”, NERC Reliability Standards for UFLS are PRC-006 and PRC-007 where an entity is required to shed their
obligated firm load amount. For the “Unmonitored control circuitry associated with protective functions inclusive of all
auxiliary relays”, the Table 1-5 requirement is to “Verify all paths of the trip circuits inclusive of all auxiliary relays
through the trip coil(s) of the circuit breakers or other interrupting devices” every 12 calendar years. CenterPoint Energy
recommends this requirement be revised to “No periodic maintenance specified”. CenterPoint Energy believes that
verifying all tripping paths is a commissioning task, not a preventive maintenance task. Alternatively, CenterPoint
Energy recommends specifically excluding panel wiring and requiring only cabling between panels and interrupting
devices be verified. Requiring trip path verification to include panel wiring complicates maintenance while focusing on a
component that is not subject to age-related degradation in addition to, historically, not being a source of protection
system failures. This type of testing can negatively impact BES system reliability with the outages that are required and
by exposing the electric system to incorrect tripping.
Individual
ReliabitliyFirst

ReliabilityFirst votes in the negative for this standard primarily due to the language in Requirement R5. The language in
Requirement R5 is subjective and non-measurable in its present state. ReliabilityFirst offers the following comments for
consideration. 1. Definition of “Component” a. The language stating “discrete piece of equipment” within the first
sentence is unclear and open ended. ReliabilityFirst suggests the following modified language for the first sentence in
the definition of “Component”: “A Component is a piece of equipment that is one of the five specific element included in
a Protection System, including but not limited to a protective relay or current sensing device.” 2. Definition of
“Unresolved Maintenance Issue” a. There may be instances when a deficiency is identified and corrected during the
maintenance itself. For further clarity and to address this circumstance, ReliabilityFirst recommends the following
modification for consideration: “A deficiency identified during a maintenance activity that could not be corrected and
causes the component to not meet the intended performance and requires follow-up corrective action.” 3. Facilities
Section 4.2.1 a. This is too limited or selective in only including Protection Systems that are installed on BES Elements
to strictly detect Faults. There are a number of relays that are installed to detect non-Fault but abnormal conditions
such as power swings/out of step and overvoltage that should not be excluded from a maintenance program.
ReliabilityFirst recommends the following language for consideration: “Protection Systems that are installed for the
purpose of protecting BES Elements (lines, buses, transformers, etc.)” 4. Facilitates Section 4.2.2 a. It is unclear what
requirements the phrase “installed per ERO underfrequency load-shedding requirements.” is referring to. Is it NERC
UFLS Requirements, Regional UFLS Requirements, etc.? To be consistent with section 4.2.3, ReliabilityFirst

recommends the following for consideration: “Protection Systems used for underfrequency load-shedding systems
installed to arrest declining frequency, for BES reliability. 5. Requirement R3 a. For time-based maintenance
program(s), there is no safeguard if more than 4% Countable Events are experienced during a maintenance interval.
ReliabilityFirst recommends adding an new Subpart 3.1 (similar to the language for performance-based in Attachment
A): “3.1 If the Components in a Protection System Segment maintained through a time-based PSMP experience 4% or
more Countable Events, develop, document, and implement a Corrective Action Plan to reduce the Countable Events
to less than 4% of the Segment population within 3 years.” 6. Requirement R5 a. Requirement R5 has language which
states “…shall demonstrate efforts to correct…”. ReliabilityFirst believes this language is subjective and nonmeasurable. It will be difficult in determining what amount of demonstration an entity will need to provide in order to be
compliant. There is also no timeframe in which the correction needs to be completed (is it 30 days or 30 years?).
ReliabilityFirst believes measurable language such as “shall correct” or “shall have and implement a Corrective Action
Plan” should be incorporated within the requirement. 7. Table 1-2 a. For “Any communications system with continuous
monitoring or periodic automated testing for the presence of the channel function, and alarming for loss of function”
ReliabilityFirst believes the maintenance interval is too short. Carrier communication failures are a major cause of
Misoperations. Many have automatic checkback and are monitored but continue to fail during Fault conditions.
ReliabilityFirst recommends a maintenance interval of 6 years. b. For “Any communications system with continuous
monitoring or periodic automated testing for the performance of the channel using criteria pertinent to the
communications technology applied” ReliabilityFirst believes a maintenance interval should be required. ReliabilityFirst
recommends a maintenance interval of 12 years. 8. Table 1-3 a. For “Any voltage and current sensing devices not
having monitoring attributes of the category below.” ReliabilityFirst recommends a maintenance interval of 6 years. b.
For “Voltage and Current Sensing devices connected to microprocessor relays with AC measurements are
continuously verified by comparison of sensing input value…” ReliabilityFirst believes the concept of never having to do
any testing just because you have continuous monitoring is fundamentally flawed in this table as well as 1-5 and 2.
Continuous monitoring and measurement comparison cannot test everything, such as loss of ground, multiple grounds
and turn-to-turn failures, and monitoring itself can fail. ReliabilityFirst recommends a maintenance interval of 12 years.
9. Table 1-5 a. ReliabilityFirst recommends adding “auxiliary tripping devices” to Electromechanical lockout devices in
row 2 of Table 1-5. If lockout relays are maintained every six years auxiliary tripping devices should be as well.
ReliabilityFirst recommends the following language for considerations: “Electromechanical lockout devices and auxiliary
tripping devices which are directly in a trip path from the protective relay to the interrupting device trip coil (regardless
of any monitoring of the control circuitry).”
Group
Pepco Holdings Inc. & Affiliates
David Thorne
Yes
Yes
No comment
Individual
Xcel Energy
Yes
No
We agree with the changes to R3 and the new R4 requirement but disagree with the wording change in the new R5
requirement. The difference between “initiate resolution” and “demonstrate efforts to correct identified unresolved
maintenance issues” is very unclear. Please clarify the SDT’s intent with this subtle wording change. In our opinion, it
would be fairly obvious if an entity met a requirement to “initiate resolution” and, thus, this would be easily measurable
requirement. It seems that the phrase “demonstrate efforts to correct identified unresolved maintenance issues” will be
open to more auditor judgement as to what constitutes adequate efforts to correct a deficiency and thus makes the
measurement of meeting this requirement far more arbitrary. If this is not the intent, then why bother with the wording
change? Furthermore, CEAs should realize that entities already have strong financial incentives in correcting identified
unresolved maintnance issues to minimize the risk of costly equipment damage or equally costly outages of critical
equipment. Delays in correcting identified unresolved maintenance issues are seldom driven by cost avoidance and are
more likely driven by the time it takes to develop, engineer and/or procure a better solution to a problem. Prompt bandaid type fixes are not necessarily desirable fixes and the wording of R5 should not promote the band-aid approach to
the correction of a problem.
Yes

Individual
Duke Energy

Yes
Yes
Yes
• Duke Energy votes “Negative” because we strongly object to the wording in the Applicability section 4.2.1. We believe
that the wording change to PRC-005-2 draft 4 after the Successive Ballot but prior to the Recirculation Ballot expanded
the reach of the standard to relaying schemes that detect faults on the BES but are not intended to provide protection
for the BES. FERC’s September 26, 2011 Order in Docket No. RD11-5 approved NERC’s interpretation of PRC-005-1
R1 and R2, stating: “The interpretation clarifies that the Requirements are “applicable to any Protection System that is
installed for the purpose of detecting faults on transmission elements (lines, buses, transformers, etc.) identified as
being included in the [BES] and trips an interrupting device that interrupts current supplied directly from the BES.” This
interpretation is consistent with the Commission’s understanding that a “transmission Protection System” is installed for
the purpose of detecting and isolating faults affecting the reliability of the bulk electric system through the use of current
interrupting devices.” The SDT’s response to our comment directed us to Section 2.3 of the Supplementary Reference
And FAQ Document which states “There should be no ambiguity: if the element is a BES element then the Protection
System protecting that element should be included within this Standard.” We agree with that statement, but question
why the SDT insists on changing Section 4.2.1 to include devices that detect Faults on the BES but which do not
provide protection for the BES? Duke Energy’s standard protection scheme for dispersed generation at retail stations
would become subject to the standard due to the changes in section 4.2.1. These protection schemes are designed to
detect faults on the BES, but do not operate BES elements nor do they interrupt network current flow from the BES. In
the most recent draft, the relays, current transformers, potential transformers, trip paths, auxiliary relays, batteries, and
communication equipment associated with the dispersed generation protection scheme would be subject to the
requirements in PRC-005-2. Previous drafts of the standard would not have required Duke Energy to maintain the
protection system components associated with dispersed generation schemes at retail stations in accordance to the
requirements in PRC-005-2. The new wording in section 4.2.1 would add significant O&M costs and resource
constraints due to the inclusion of protection system devices at retail stations without increasing the reliability of the
BES. Duke Energy does not believe it was the intent of the standard to include elements that did not have an impact on
the reliability of the BES. Duke Energy would prefer the following definition: Protection Systems that are installed for the
purpose of protecting BES Elements (lines, buses, transformers, etc.)”. • We also note that the Lower VSLs for R3 and
R4 include violations for “5% or less”, and R5 for “5 or less” which mandates perfection. We believe that the
consequence of a very small number of components having a missed or late maintenance activity is insignificant to
BES reliability.” We suggest that a range of 0.5% to 5% would be more reasonable.
Individual
ExxonMobil Research and Engineering
No
As written, the current draft of PRC-005-2 discriminates against smaller entities that do not have a population size of 60
for each component type. Historical records provide an accurate account of how specific components have performed
in their installed environment. For a set population size, increasing the number of historical data points should improve
the accuracy of an entity’s calculated mean time between failure, so, if you increase the period over which the historical
data must be evaluated, you can compensate for a smaller segment population size. The SDT’s current draft prevents
smaller entities from using a larger historical data set to make up for a smaller population size when developing a
performance based protective system maintenance and testing program. The SDT should reconsider allowing smaller
entities to use historical records that extend for period longer than a single year in the development of a performance
based program .
No
As written, the current draft of PRC-005-2 discriminates against smaller entities that do not have a population size of 60
for each component type. Historical records provide an accurate account of how specific components have performed
in their installed environment. For a set population size, increasing the number of historical data points should improve
the accuracy of an entity’s calculated mean time between failure, so, if you increase the period over which the historical
data must be evaluated, you can compensate for a smaller segment population size. The SDT’s current draft prevents
smaller entities from using a larger historical data set to make up for a smaller population size when developing a
performance based protective system maintenance and testing program. The SDT should reconsider allowing smaller
entities to use historical records that extend for period longer than a single year in the development of a performance
based program.
No
: As written, the current draft of PRC-005-2 discriminates against smaller entities that do not have a population size of
60 for each component type. Historical records provide an accurate account of how specific components have
performed in their installed environment. For a set population size, increasing the number of historical data points
should improve the accuracy of an entity’s calculated mean time between failure, so, if you increase the period over
which the historical data must be evaluated, you can compensate for a smaller segment population size. The SDT’s
current draft prevents smaller entities from using a larger historical data set to make up for a smaller population size
when developing a performance based protective system maintenance and testing program. The SDT should

reconsider allowing smaller entities to use historical records that extend for period longer than a single year in the
development of a performance based program.
As written, the current draft of PRC-005-2 discriminates against smaller entities that do not have a population size of 60
for each component type. Historical records provide an accurate account of how specific components have performed
in their installed environment. For a set population size, increasing the number of historical data points should improve
the accuracy of an entity’s calculated mean time between failure, so, if you increase the period over which the historical
data must be evaluated, you can compensate for a smaller segment population size. The SDT’s current draft prevents
smaller entities from using a larger historical data set to make up for a smaller population size when developing a
performance based protective system maintenance and testing program. The SDT should reconsider allowing smaller
entities to use historical records that extend for period longer than a single year in the development of a performance
based program.
Group
Bonneville Power Administration
Chris Higgins
Yes
No
BPA believes that R5 is not worded in such a way that it can be easily or consistently audited.
Yes
BPA believes that PRC-005-2 achieves the goal of reducing redundancy and overlap within the PRC standards by
consolidating four existing standards into one. BPA's comments are focused on improving the clarity and audit-ability of
the proposed standard. Regarding Section D1.3 “Evidence Retention”, BPA suggests that the entire first paragraph be
removed because for all the instances that follow the first paragraph there is a requirement to keep evidence obtained
since the last audit. Therefore, there are no instances where the evidence retention period is shorter than the time
since the last audit, and the first paragraph is not necessary. Furthermore, the first paragraph introduces the idea of
“other evidence” for which there is no explanation. It is unclear what could be used for evidence other than the items
described in the Measures. The idea of “other evidence” should not be introduced without an explanation of what that
evidence might be, so this is another reason for removing the first paragraph. Regarding requirements R2 and R4, BPA
believes that these two requirements should be combined into a single requirement with two parts. Since both of these
requirements deal with performance-based maintenance, it would simplify the standard and improve the flow if they
were to be combined. Regarding Table 1-4(f), it is unclear if all of the conditions on the left side need to be met before
any of the reduced maintenance activities on the right side are allowed, or if there is a one-on-one relationship between
an item on the left and the adjacent item on the right. BPA suggests that the table be reconfigured to clarify the
relationship between the conditions on the left and the activities on the right.
Group
PacifiCorp
Sandra Shaffer
Yes
See comments under #4.
Yes
See comments under #4.
1: The definition of “Protection System” in this version of PRC-005-2 includes “station dc supply associated with
protective functions…” as a Protection System component. Page 83 of the FAQ document accompanying the draft
standard provides further clarification that the batteries covered under PRC-005-2 are those that “supply the trip current
to the trip coils of the interrupting devices that are a part of the Protection System.” This statement in the FAQ is much
more limiting than the definition of Protection System and may create confusion concerning registered entities’
compliance obligations. For example, a registered entity may have one battery / charger system in a station that
supplies DC voltage to communication equipment, including that utilized in transfer trip communication, while a
separate battery (typically operating at a different DC voltage) is utilized for relay / trip coil operation. In this case, it is
unclear whether the battery / charger system utilized for transfer trip communication is subject to the requirements of
the standard. PacifiCorp recommends that NERC or the SDT reconcile this apparent inconsistency in the FAQ
document. 2: In Tables 1-4(a) thru 1-4(d), the maximum maintenance interval of four calendar months includes
inspection “for unintentional grounds.” PacifiCorp seeks clarification on whether this maintenance activity is intended to
target the detection of unintentional grounds on the battery bank / rack itself, or a ground located anywhere on the
entire DC wiring system. 3: The Violation Severity Level (“VSL”) for R5 - which ranges from a failure to correct 5 or less
(“Lower” VSL) to greater than 15 (“Severe” VSL) Unresolved Maintenance Issues – fails to adequately account for the
cumulative amount of equipment a registered entity is required to maintain pursuant to PRC-005-2. A better alternative
approach may be to base the VSL on the cumulative percentage of Unresolved Maintenance Issues that an entity fails
to address and correct. Such an approach would be more consistent with the VSLs for R3 and R4, which are based on
a percentage of the total scheduled maintenance. This approach more fairly and reasonably addresses the covered

maintenance activities relative to the approach in the VSLs for R5. which are based on a strict count and therefore
independent of the cumulative amount of maintenance activities performed by a registered entity. PacifiCorp
recommends that the SDT develop an alternative method for determining VSLs for R5 that reflects the scope of an
entity’s maintenance activities and the resulting Unresolved Maintenance Issues managed by an entity.
Individual
PNM Resources
Yes
Yes
Yes
PNM Resources appreciate the outstanding work of the SDT! We offer two comments for consideration by the SDT. 1)
We believe that the 6 Calendar Month battery cell/unit internal ohmic value measurement for VRLA Batteries may be
more frequent than we believe is necessary to maintain reliability. PNM has witnessed no significant failure patterns
with VRLA batteries in our system and we currently do impedance testing of all Transmission Station Batteries on a 2year basis. 2) We also believe that system constraints could arise that will make it difficult to “verify all paths of the trip
circuits inclusive of all auxiliary relays through the trip coil(s) of the circuit breakers or other interrupting devices” as
specified in Table 1-5 for “unmonitored control circuitry associated with protective functions inclusive of all auxiliary
relays”. Thank you for your consideration.
Individual
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power
Yes
Yes
Yes
LADWP notices that the terms "Unresolved Maintenance Issue" and "maintenance-correctable issue" are used in
several places. We recognize that "Unresolved Maintenance Issue" is defined as a deficiency identified during a
maintenance activity that causes the component to not meet the intended performance and requires follow-up
corrective action. Please define "maintenance-correctable issue" and clarify the differences between the two terms.
Group
PPL Supply NERC Registered Organizations
Annette M. Bannon
Yes
No
1. The maximum maintenance intervals in PRC-005-2 of 4 calendar months and 18 calendar months are not
compatible with computerized maintenance-planning programs based on periodicity rather than elapsed time from the
previous check. This situation could be addressed in a conservative fashion by performing work quarterly instead of at
4-month intervals, and annually in place of 18-month periods, which also provides often-needed flexibility as to
scheduling the tasks. Inspections performed in April for Q2 and September for Q3 would not meet NERC’s 4 calendar
month criterion, however, and a similar problem exists for annual checks. The more-stringent compliance jeopardy
cited above has therefore not been fully addressed. We recommend changing the 4 calendar months and 18 calendar
months intervals to quarterly and annually respectively. 2. We consider addition of the expression, “causes the
component to not meet the intended performance,” to the previous draft’s definition of Unresolved Maintenance Issues
(UMIs) to constitute a step backwards, because of the unavoidable subjectivity involved in deciding whether or not a
battery or other protection system device is unable to perform as intended. A battery with some “sparkle” on the plates
due to sulfation would still be able to perform adequately, for example, making this an issue to watch but not an UMI. It
is impractical to provide strict, quantitative, UMI-threshold performance limits for every piece of equipment in a
Protection System and every situation that may arise, however. The concept of an UMI has some appeal from a
common-sense point of view; but as a regulation it is impractical and, given the breadth of the topic at hand, is likely to
remain so regardless of alternative phrasing that might be attempted.
No
We recommend that the final sentence of M3 and M4 be changed to, “Any of the following constitutes sufficient
evidence: dated maintenance records, dated maintenance summaries, dated check-off lists, dated inspection records,
dated work orders, or other equivalent documentation,” and that the slightly different final sentence of M5 be similarly
changed.
Although we have provided some suggested changes in these comments, PPL Generation entities voted in favor of this

version. We thank the SDT for the effort on this project and believe that the SDT has developed a revision that
improves on many aspects of the existing version of PRC-005.
Group
MRO NSRF
WILL SMITH
Yes
Yes
No
Section 5.1 (second paragrath, under the first bullet) states: “TBM can include review of recent power system events
near the particular terminal. Operating records may verify that some portion of the Protection System has operated
correctly since the last test occurred. If specific protection scheme components have demonstrated correct
performance within specifications, the maintenance test time clock can be reset for those components.” If this “actual
event” can be used as proof that the Protection System operated correctly, then this should be added to M3 in the
Measures section of PRC-005-2. Seciton 2.4.1 – Sudden Pressure Relays – This question should be clarified that
circuits from only EHV transformers should be considered in scope. As highlighted by the NERC GMD reports EHV
transformers (345, 500 & 765 kV) are critical. In addition, circuits that do not actually trip a breaker (panel lights,
alarms, etc.) should not be included in the scope of components included in the maintenance and testing program.
• Article 4.2.1 –The NSRF believes that this article should be revised to say”Protection Systems installed for the
purpose of protecting BES Elements only and detecting Faults on BES Elements. Protection Systems designed to
protect non-BES elements that incidentally open 100 kV and greater breakersare excluded from the scopte of PRC005-2”. This makes it very clear what is included in the scope of the Testing and Maintenance program and what is not.
• Change the text of “Standard PRC-005-2 – Protection System Maintenance” Table 1-5 on page 21, Row 1, Column 3
From “Verify that each trip coil is able to operate the circuit breaker, interrupting device, or mitigating device” to: “Verify
that a trip coil is able to operate the circuit breaker, interrupting device, or mitigating device.” Or alternately, “Electrically
operate each interrupting device every 6 years” Trip coils are designed to be energized no longer than the breaker
opening time (3-5 cycles). They are robust devices that will successfully operate the breaker for 5,000-10,000 electrical
operations. The most likely source of trip coil failure is the breaker operating mechanism binding, thereby preventing
the breaker auxiliary stack from opening and keeping the trip coil energized for too long of a time period. Therefore, trip
coil failure is a function of the breaker mechanism failure. Exercising the breakers and circuit switchers is an excellent
practice. Exercising the interrupting devices would help eliminate mechanism binding, reducing the chance that the trip
coils are energized too long. The language as currently written in Table 1-5 row 1, will also have the unintentional effect
of changing an entities existing interrupting device maintenance interval (essentially driving interrupting device testing
to a less than 6 year cycle). The NSRF believes that as written the testing of “each” trip coil will result in the increased
amount of time that the BES is in a less reliable system configuration. The NSRF hopes that the SDT will consider
these changes. • The NSRF recommends the statement “Excluding distributed UFLS and distributed UVLS (see Table
3)” be added to the top of Table 1-4(f). • Table 3. There will be many DP’s that have distributed UFLS (or UVLS) solely
on the distribution system (less than 100 kV). The only item these DP’s will have to verify under Table 3 “Protection
System dc supply” is the Protection System dc supply voltage. Yet, the new definition of Protection System, as it
relates to dc supply is ”Station dc supply associated with protective functions (including batteries, battery chargers, and
non-battery-based dc supply)”. Our interpretation of Table 3 and Section 15.7 of the Supplementary Reference & FAQ
document is that a DP need only check the dc supply voltage at the terminals of the relays. If that is the SDT
interpretation as well, we recommend revising Table 3 of the standard to reflect that. Table 3 contains issues that need
to be addressed in a similar fashion as discussed for non-UFLS and non-UVLS systems, i.e. Table 1-1. Comparison to
independent sources is only one way to check for a reliable AC measuring device. It also appears that monitoring
capabilities are not being given any credit in regards to the AC sensing devices, DC supply, or control circuitry
themselves. There should be no difference in the way these systems are treated compared to BES Protection Systems.
• In Section D Compliance, Article 1.3, paragraph 4 the standard requires documentation be kept for the “. . .two most
recent performances of each distinct maintenance activity. . .”. This needs to clarified that it cannot go back before
06/18/07, as evidenced by the suspension of CAN-0008. Also with some of the testing intervals being 12 years, that
would dictate a Registered Entity maintain 24 years of records, which is unreasonable. This article should be revised to
have documentation for the most current testing interval, if after 06/18/07. • It is understood that lockout relay testing is
important as unexercised lockouts can stick and cause regional outages as experienced at Westwing. However,
lockout testing by itself is risky and can lead to local outages. If Registered Entities are required to take on the
additional risk of testing lockout relays, dispenstation must be granted for outages caused by those tests. The following
statement should be included in the standard “No enforcement actions or penalties will result fromoutages caused by
relay testing unless a Registered Entity shows a history of 3 or more test related outages per year for 5 years.” • In the
VSL for Table 4 it seems that the phrase “5% or less” should be “not more than 5%”. With the original language it
seems like an entity could be found to have an R4 lower VSL violation for “failure” of zero meaning they had done no
testing. This VSL is written in the negative and should be rewritten in the positive. • The drafting team needs to clarify
“maintenance summaries” as stated in Measure M3. This is an ambiguous term that could be interpreted differently
amongst entities. If a term such as ‘summary’ is to be utilized within the standard, a clear definition of what the term is,
what it pertains to, where it is located, etc. needs to be included.The NSRF recommends that “maintenance

summaries” be defined and included in the “Definition of Terms used in Standard” section. • Footnote 1 in the Table
sections would be much improved by inserting an example similar to what was provided in Section 8.4 of the
Supplemental Reference and FAQ document . • Additional methods of verification should be allowed for AC
measurement monitoring other than simply performing comparison to an independent source. For example, a sudden
rate of change in calculated relay MW analog value and/or 3Io calculation would give way towards a bad CT and/or
path. Loss of potential logic is available in most microprocessor relays today, which is very reliable logic for determining
PT/CCVT issues. Consideration should be given to utilities that are capable of performing this type of monitoring in
order to allow them to reach that next level of attributes. • Please clarify why input/output verification is excluded from
the highest level of monitoring related to communications systems (Table 1-2). The way the monitoring attribute is
listed does not provide that these will operate when needed. Recommend language be added similar to the monitoring
of inputs and outputs described in the relay section (Table 1-1). • Table 1-3 should take into account the same
concepts mentioned above in regards to AC measurement verification in Table 1-1. There are alternative ways to verify
these quantities while still ensuring reliable operation. As such, companies should be given the opportunity to
implement them. Additionally, credit should be given to circuit monitoring and alarming in AC circuits with
electromechanical relays. If a transducer/alarming relay is placed in the circuit and monitoring is alarmed appropriately,
the health of the AC sensing device can be determined. This would essentially provide the same level assurance as
mentioned with the microprocessor relays. • Clarification is needed on the last row of Table 1-5. Does integrity entail
monitoring and alarming of every individual path, if necessary, or is overall integrity sufficient? This statement is once
again open to interpretation and leaves the entity at the mercy of the auditor.
Group
ACES Power Marketing Standards Collaborators
Jason Marshall
Yes
Is the use of parentheticals within another set of parentheticals in Part 1.1 intentional? It is unusual to do this and a little
confusing.
Yes
We agree the changes will benefit reliability by allowing a registered entity to have shorter maintenance cycles without
the potential for compliance violations associated with missing their shorter maintenance cycle. Requirement R5 should
be modified to focus on what is to be accomplished. As it is written now, the requirement is essentially focused on
compliance by using “shall demonstrate efforts”. Compliance is about demonstrating or presenting evidence that the
requirement has been met. The purpose of the requirement is to correct Unresolved Maintenance issues. We suggest
changing the wording to: “shall initiate resolution of Unresolved Maintenance Issues.”
Yes
The first part of definition of a Countable Event should be modified as follows: “The failure of a Component such that it
requires repair or replacement…”. As it is currently worded, it is technically counting the Component as the Countable
Event and not the failure of the component. Considering that the other two items that are Countable Events are
conditions and misoperations, it seems appropriate to make failure the Countable Event. Application of this standard to
UFLS is problematic as worded in Section 4.2.2. The UFLS are only applicable if “installed per ERO underfrequency
load-shedding requirements”. Technically, no UFLS fits this description because there are no ERO requirements to
have a UFLS. PRC-006-0 was never approved by the Commission and is not enforceable. The Commission
considered it a “fill-in-the-blank” standard. While PRC-006-1 corrects the “fill-in-the-blank” issues and was approved by
the NERC BOT November 4, 2010, the Commission has yet to act on it. The data retention requirement for the
Protection System Maintenance Program documentation seems excessive. The Data Retention section states that all
versions since the last compliance audit must be maintained. Since TOs, GOs, and DPs are all on six year audit cycles,
this would require maintaining this documentation for six years. Is this really necessary? The length could become even
greater once NERC implements registered entity assessments that could shorten or lengthen the periods between
compliance audits. The data retention requirements for Requirements R2, R3, R4, and R5 are not consistent with
NERC Rules of Procedure. Section 3.1.4.2 of Appendix 4C – Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program states
that the compliance audit will cover the period from the day after the last compliance audit to the end date of the current
compliance audit. The data retention requirements compel the registered entity to retain documentation for the longer
of “the two most recent performances of each distinct maintenance activity for Protection System Components, or all
performances of each distinct maintenance activity for the Protection System Component since the previous scheduled
audit date”. While it may have been intended to apply to both clauses, the “since the previous scheduled audit date”
only applies to the second clause. Since some of the maintenance activities have intervals of 12 years, this would
require the registered entity to retain documentation for 24 years which cannot be audited since it is outside the audit
window per the Rules of Procedures. At a minimum, we suggest clarifying that the documentation must not be
maintained past the day after the last audit completion date. In the fourth paragraph of the Data Retention section,
Component is not used consistently. It is used in both singular and plural form. It seems like it should be one or the
other. Requirement R1 VSLs: For the High VSL, “entities’” should be “entity’s” to be consistent with the other VSLs. It is
not clear why missing three component types jumps to a Severe VSL. Missing two is a Moderate VSL. Missing three
should be a High VSL.
Group
Arizona Public Service Company

Janet Smith
Yes
No
The standard does not provide basis for the enumerated “maximum allowable interval that is appropriate to the type of
the protection system and its impact on the reliability of the Bulk-Power System.” An example of such an approach is
the Standard Technical Specifications in use by the nuclear power industry; e.g., NUREG 1432, volume 2. While we
are supportive of the changes the SDT has made, APS is concerned the draft Standard will not give entities the
flexibility to continue to improve reliability based on changing industry norms and best practices. When technology
changes for the better, industry will need the flexibility to optimize use of the new technology while still maintaining an
appropriate level of reliability. Lack of defined bases for intervals will prevent technically sound revision to maintenance
practices.
No
Either the FAQ or the Standard should define the bases for each interval mandated. See the response to question 2 for
further details.
Individual
EPRI
No
My comments are not to the point of dividing the requirements but the guidance in the PSMP tables are not technically
valid for maintaining stationary battery cells. Internal ohmic measurements are related to the condition of an individual
cell and not a battery bank. Also, there is not a direct correlation to ohmic measurements and battery or cell capacity.
Ohmic measurements can provide an indication of a problem cell and point to a cell that should be tested. There also
seems to be a misconception as to the type of capacity test that should be required. There are typically two types of
tests done on batteries: service tests and performance tests Service test are done to determine a a battery (group of
cells) can meet its duty cycle whereas, a performance test is intended to test a battery against the manufacturers curve
to make a determination of when the battery should be replaced. A battery could technically still met its duty cycle but
have reduced capacity. This simply means that the sizing was done properly, maintenace is timely, and there should be
a timely replacement of the cells.
No
See comments in question 1
No
see comments in question 1
The drafting time should see the opinion of the IEEE Stationary Battery Committee before this standard is rolled out for
implementation.
Individual
Constellation/Exelon
No
While we are fine with the structural change to separate the requirements out further, we have concerns with the
content of the requirements. R5/M5 • M5 needs further clarity to reflect the intended compliance obligation for R5. In
previous comments, Constellation expressed concern that compliance obligation for R5 implied a greater level of
completion in attending to an identified “deficiency.” We pointed out that the severity of the “deficiency” found will
dictate the method and timing of a “follow up correction action”. In response to the comment, the SDT stated that “PRC005-2 only requires the entity “… initiate resolution” of the issue found.” The SDT revision of R5 and M5 is an
improvement; however, changes to M5 are needs to clarify that efforts to correct do not require demonstration that
those efforts have concluded. • A revision to the language will clarify the SDT intent. Please consider use of the
following language: R5. Each Transmission Owner, Generator Owner, and Distribution Provider shall correct or initiate
resolution of identified Unresolved Maintenance Issues. [Violation Risk Factor: Medium] [Time Horizon: Operations
Planning] M5. Each Transmission Owner, Generator Owner, and Distribution Provider shall have evidence that it has
initiated resolution of, or corrected, identified Unresolved Maintenance Issues in accordance with Requirement R5. The
evidence for initiated resolution may include but is not limited to work orders for future resolution, project schedules for
future resolution, or other documentation of future plans. The evidence for corrected Unresolved Maintenance Issues
may include but is not limited to replacement Component orders, invoices, return material authorizations (RMAs) or
purchase orders.
Constellation/Exelon thanks the drafting team for the hard work on the PRC-005 standard. The standard language
made significant progress; however, below are outstanding issues of concern: Table 1-3 • Table 1-3 should not include
current transformers (CTs). The tests mandated by this draft seeks to measure that a signal is “provided to the
protective relay” however, for CT’s this test merely confirms that a signal is sent, not that it reached the correct
protective relay. • The maintenance activity in Table 1-3 for PTs and CTs as they relate to electro mechanical relays
should be left to the discretion of the Generator Owner. In order to meet the required activity specified in PRC-005-2

draft 2 Table 1-3, the generating unit would be required to take readings with meters while the unit is operating. This
practice introduces a risk of tripping the unit inadvertently. The risk of tripping the unit while performing this
maintenance activity is contrary to the intended purpose of PRC-005 and introduces a potentially adverse affect on the
reliability of the BES. Such testing is not recommended by suppliers. Battery Testing • The Tables describing battery
testing could be consolidated into less granular breakdown and thus alleviate some of the associated compliance
burden and avoid potential confusion. • Further to battery testing, given the quantity of batteries and the shorter interval
cycles, the four calendar month requirement for batteries is too rigid as a firm four months. Similar to how a definition of
annual can have a boundary such as within 9 to 16 months, battery testing intervals should allow a boundary such as
“three times per year and not more than 6 months between each and average intervals not exceeding four months.” •
Please confirm that references throughout Standard to battery/batteries relate to the entire battery bank and not to the
individual battery cells unless specifically mentioned. Similarly, battery charger maintenance activity should relate to the
battery charger in its entirety and not to individual parts or components. Auto Synchronizing Systems and Relays • The
drafting team should clarify in the language that testing of auto synchronizing systems and relays is excluded.
Applicability • To make 4.2.5.4 under Facilities more clear, please remove the term “generator-connected”. • When the
SDT changed the original PRC-005 applicability language from “…affecting the reliability of the BES…” to the new
4.2.1 language “…that are installed for the purpose of detecting faults on BES elements (lines, buses, transformers,
etc.)”, they opted to exclude the second half of this sentence taken from the PRC-005-1a Interpretation, which read
“…and trips an interrupting device that interrupts current supplied directly from the BES.” By doing so, the SDT failed to
recognize that some Protection Systems can be responsive to faults on the BES, but still have no effect on the
reliability of the BES. The change in 4.2.1 may unintentionally expand the scope of PRC-005. Depending on how
Section 4.2.1 is interpreted, it could create a perverse incentive to disable, or not apply, reverse directional protection
on the secondary (at voltages less than 100kV) of radially connected load-serving transformers. Such relaying typically
uses available units in a multifunction device, and while not critically necessary for fault clearing, it is applied because it
adds a benefit at no incremental cost with minimal security risk, and it will not interrupt a BES element if it operates
insecurely. It also improves reliability to connected distribution load, in the event a BES transmission line faults during
abnormal switching, by coordinating with non-directional overcurrent relays that would otherwise interrupt the entire
load. Furthermore such directional relaying would only operate after the faulted BES line is already removed from any
connection at BES voltages via its high voltage (>100kV) circuit breakers. Viewed in an expansive way, the proposed
4.2.1 language could bring into scope these relays as well as tripping circuits of distribution voltage circuit breakers that
are normally operated in a radial configuration. It would be reasonable for a TO to disable this relaying, rather than
accept these consequences. In the previous comment period (Sept 2011), industry raised similar concerns and to most
of the commenters, the SDT responded with the following statement: “The SDT believes that the Applicability as stated
in PRC-005-2 is correct and that it supports the reliability of the BES. The SDT observes that the approved
Interpretation addresses the term, “transmission Protection System”, and notes that this term is not used within PRC005-2; thus the interpretation does not apply to PRC-005-2. PRC-005-2 specifically addresses “Protection Systems that
are installed for the purpose of detecting faults on BES Elements.” Please see Section 2.3 of the Supplementary
Reference and FAQ document for additional discussion.” Unfortunately, this response fails to address the concerns
raised above. Entergy previously suggested the following language for 4.2.1: “Protection Systems that are installed for
the purpose of detecting faults on BES Elements (lines, buses, transformers, etc.) and trips an interrupting device that
interrupts current supplied directly from the BES Elements.” This language is appropriate and addresses industry
concerns. We ask that the SDT adopt this language as Section 4.2.1. Evidence Retention • It is not necessary and is
undesirable to reiterate the language from the NERC Rules of Procedure (Appendix 4C 3.1.4.2) in the standard. Stating
such language in two places is redundant and future changes to this section of the Rules of Procedure language will
create compliance conflict. • While this language may be recommended for inclusion as new boilerplate-type language
for NERC standards and may be used in other recently revised standards, the potential conflict should be taken into
account and avoided for PRC-005. The first paragraph in section 1.3 should be removed. • Further, the standard
language should dictate data retention relevant to the standard activities and not merely default to the time period in
between audits. The Rules of Procedure language enables CEAs to confirm compliance for the full audit period, but the
Standard retention language allow for a more reasoned obligation for evidence retention. Specific to this standard, two
or three years of evidence for certain components, such as battery tests, is sufficient to demonstrate an entity’s PSMP
program. • On a positive note, standardizing the requested evidence information is helpful.
Group
Southern Company Generation
Antonio Grayson
Yes
No
The change made to R3 was a good move. Entities should be allowed the flexibility to build grace periods into their
maintenance programs to assist them in meeting common national standands for maintenance activities and intervals.
If possible, elimination of all possible uncertainty in the auditability of requirement R5 is desired. We prefer eliminating
this requirement R5 altogether to the proposed draft that includes a requirement to demonstrate efforts to correct
identified unresolved maintenance issues.
Yes

For the 18 month / 6 year activities, it is technically incorrect to allow equivalency between internal ohmic
measurements and performance testing. This view is not substantiated by industry experience, documentation, or
standards. Additionally, it should be specified to the auditor that the intervals for the battery maintenance are relevant
to the component, not the application. This means that if a battery is replaced just before a required 6 year
performance test, the 6 year interval for the performance test is reset.
Group
Kansas City Power & Light
Todd Moore
Yes
Yes
Yes
For clarity, change the text of “Standard PRC-005-2 – Protection System Maintenance” Table 1-5 on page 21, Row 1,
Column 3 to: “Verify that each a trip coil is able to operate the circuit breaker, interrupting device, or mitigating device.”.
Or alternately, “Electrically operate each interrupting device every 6 years”. Countable Event as proposed is somewhat
unclear. Recommend the following language: Countable Event – A Component which has failed and requires repair or
replacement, any condition discovered during the maintenance activities in Tables 1-1 through 1-5 and Table 3 which
requires corrective action, or a Misoperation attributed to hardware failure or calibration failure. Misoperations due to
any other reason are not included in Countable Events.

